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Information concerning the nature and magnitude of farming 
adjustments and enterprise reorganization necessary to allow attainment 
of maximum profit is vitally needed by farmers in the prairie soil area 
of eastern Oklahoma. Evidence of this need is provided by recurring 
questions such as: (1) Is it profitable to switch from crop produc-
tion to a livestock-bermuda grass pasture system? (2) What farm 
adjustments will be required as a result of changes in product price 
relationships and in service and marketing facilities in the area? 
(3) Can returns be increased by changing the organization of a given 
farm? 
Questions about farm adjustments also are of vital concern to area 
businessmen and to policymakers. Businessmen seek answers to questions 
concerning perspective changes in type of inputs demanded, in demand 
for specific inputs, in needs for marketing facilities and area 
population o Pol i cymaker s are interested in crop supply potentials 
under alternative programs, area income effects resulting from different 
price levels, livestock production possibilities and effects of changes 
in area agricultural orientation on the area's economy. 
1 
The Study Area 
The prairie soils area includes approximately 668 thousand acres 
of cropland, 297 thousand acres of pasture and about 1,267 thousand 
acres of rangeland, woodland and waste in 29 counties (See Figure 1). 
A sample designed to provide needed data was taken among those farms 
having at least one of the allotment crops of wheat, cotton, and peanuts 
and the sample area has a greater percentage of cropland in proportion 
to total farm acreage than occurs in the total prairie soils area. 
Thus, the analysis reported herein applies most specially to crop 
farms, including 214 thousand acres of the better prairie cropland and 
an associated 142 thousand acres of range. 
Climatologically, the area has an average rainfall of 39.0 inches 
annually. The Muskogee-Okmulgee area has the highest annual rainfall 
with 42.0 inches. 1 The area had an average of 225 frostfree days. 
Objectives 
The basic purpose of this analysis is to evaluate possible farming 
adjustment in the prairie soils area of eastern Oklahoma. The specific 
objectives are: 
1. To develop production, costs, and returns estimates for major 
cash crop and livestock alternatives in the area. 
2. To estimate production levels and costs associated with bermuda 
grass and other pasture crops for a variety of levels and 
combinations of production practices. 
1u. S. Department of Commerce, Climatological Data, Oklahoma, 
Annual Summary 1963, Vol. 71, No . 13, (Washington, 1964) pp. 171. 
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3. To analyze returns' front' alternative organizations under current 
price conditions. 
4. To determine· the potential influence of price level changes upon 
crop production and the relative profitability among crops in 
the intermediate run. 
5. To determine, for different levels of cattle prices, (a) 
optimum levels of pasture improvement and (b) the responsiven~ss 
of area cattle supply to changes in cattle pricei. 
Adjustment Problems 
Census data on acreage per farm, total farm numbers and per farm 
capital requirements indicate that eastern Oklahqma is experiencing 
considerable intra-farm and inter-farm adjustment. Examples of 
changes in representative counties are giyen in Table I. 
TABLE I 
CHANGES IN FARM NUMBERS, SIZES, AND VALUE OF 
SELECTED ASSETS, 1945-1960 
Bryan County Muskogee County 
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Reductions in farm numbers, increases in farm size, additional 
capital per acre and changes in input use highlight adjustments that 
are occuring in the two counties. Clearly information to serve as 
guides to current and future adjustments can pay substantial dividends. 
In general, two types of adjustments are available. First, 
given resources are allocated among alternative production activities 
to maximize the value of returns to these resources. Reorganization 
or adjustments within the farm fencelines can be made in response to 
changes in price relationships and the particular farmers decision 
environment. Secondly, adjustments in the size of operation, partic-
ularly in farm acreage, are frequently necessary so that the volume of 
business is large enough to provide a satisfactory return to operator's 
labor and management after all costs are paid. Clearly, the two types 
of adjustments are related since reorganization may increase the size 
of the business through capital additions. This study emphasizes the 
reorganization type of adjustment, but also provides information 
concerning pressures leading to increased size through land acreage 
· adjustment using levels of returns, shadow prices for land, and labor 
requirements as pressure indicators. 
The firm adjustment problems in farm management research are 
summarized by the questions of (1) What is to be produced? (2) How 
much is to be produced?, and (3) How should the products be produced? 
Available production alternatives, objectives sought and restrictions 
set by the available resources and the planning environment provide 
the general framework for analysis o The tools of budgeting and linear 
programming aire designed to solve dechion problems in that fra~ework. 
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Budgeting is a systematic procedure for estimating returns from 
alternative organizations before resources are committed. Appropriate 
costs, prices and yield data for included enterprises are analyzed 
within the framework of objectives, alternatives and restrictions. 
Linear programming has the additional advantage of assuring a unique 
solution and of allowing the inclusion and analysis of many more 
enterprises with very little additional effort required. As in 
budgeting, the assumption is made that many processes in farming 
involve linear relatfonships. For example, if net returns from one 
cow are $50, then net returns from 100 cows are $5,000 or if one ton 
of fertilizer costs $.50, then 1,000 tons of fertilizer costs $50,000. 
Results from budgeting and linear programming indicate optimum 
organization and levels of enterprise activities, specify maximum 
net income from given resources and allow comparisons of net income, 
capital requirements and labor requirements for various organizations. 
Organization-of Remainder of Thesis 
A brief explanation of organization of chapters to follow is 
given be low. 
Chapter II 
The method of analysis and appropriate planning horizons are 
given, the general soil and resource characteristics of the represent-
ative farm are explained, and the enterprise alternatives are specified 
and explained. 
Chapter III 
The returns, capital requirements and labor requirements are 
examined for alternative whole farm plans suited to the prairie soils 
6 
area. The analysis is oriented to the short-run, in the sense that 
approximate current price levels are used. 
Chapter IV 
7 
Variable price programming is used to determine optimum intermediate-
run organizations. Cotton price is varied over five levels within 
three general price levels for other commodities. Potential cotton 
supply response is estimated for each price level. The implicati.ons 
of organizational inflexibility as prices change are also examined. 
Chapter V 
Optimum intermediate-run livestock systems are determined and 
potential area livestock supply response is examined. The effects of 
non-optimal organization upon net incomes, capital requirements, 
organizational practices and labor requirements are discussed. Finally, 
the effects of different relative stocker calf and stocker-feeder prices 
upon optimum organization are examined. 
Chapter Vi 
The major results and contributions of the study are summarized 
and conclusions and implications discussed. 
CHAPTER II 
DATA AND PROCEDURES 
Data applicable to the area were obtained from agricultural 
experiment station results, farm surveys and agricultural scientists. 
Data used are reflected in budgets used as a basis for this study.1 
Price data were selected to fit adjustment periods as described below. 
Method of Analysis 
The technique of linear programming was used to determine optimum 
organization presented in later chapterso For a given price or resource 
situation a plan was detetmined which (a) may or may not use the entire 
supply of available resources, (b) specifies a unique set of production 
activity levels and (c) provides an objective function value, "net 
income," such that no change in enterprise combination, with given 
restraints, wi 11 give a greater net income value. Net income is 
defined as the residu~l returns to the operator's contribution of land 
labor, management and certain overhead capital for which no charge is 
made in the programo 
lHerman Workman, Kenneth Co Schneeberger, and Odell Lo Walker, 
·Resource Requirements, Costs and Expected Returns; Alternative Crop 
· Enterpdses; Major Upland Clay and Sandy Soils of Eastcentral and 
Southcentral Oklahoma, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Processed 
Sedes P · · (Stillwater, 1965)0 · 
Kenneth Co Schneeberger, Herman Workman and Odell L. Walker, 
Resource Requirements, Costs and Expected Returns; Beef Cattle and Improved 
Pasture Alternatives; Eastcentral and Southcentral Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
Agricultural Experiment Station Processed Series P (Stillwater, 1965). 
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Planning Horizons 
Adjustment period concept' used in analysis are defined as follows: 
1. The short-run concept is for a planning period in which current 
prices are used. Land is fixed. Capital is variable and has a six 
percent charge. Labor may be hired at one dollar per hour. Changes 
i.n machinery and buildings· are assumed possible in the short-run, in 
contrast to the usual conditions assumed for the short-run. Thus, 
the short-run concepts used here emphasizes the current economic 
conditions rather than inflexibility. 
The short-run planning horizon is used when examining the 
·· profitability. of alternative whole farm plans un<;ler current price 
conditions. Operationally, results are most useful to farme~s with 
sufficient flexibility to allow.year to year organizational changes. 
However, the short~run analysis also indicates the oppo~tunity cost 
of non-optional plans. 
2. The intermediate..;run is defined as that period of time in 
which all assets except land are variable. Prices likely to prevail 
over the long term are used. Capital is unlimited at six perc~nt 
interest and labor may be hired in any quantity for one dollar per 
hour. Useful information is furnished to farmers considering major 
farm organization changes or desiring information on the effects of 
price changes on the relative profitability of various crops or 
organizations. 
Resource Situations 
The prairie soils were divided into four produ~tivity classes; 
the criterion for classification including slope, texture, fertility, 
9 
and internal drainage but'emphasizing economic difference in soils. 
Table II gives a description of each c~assification. The percent of 
cropland in each productivity class was determined from soil maps and 
survey information. 
TABLE II 
DEFINITION OF LAND PRODUCTIVITY CLASSES 
Class Ca Deep, nearly levei loamy upland soils. Key series 
are Choteau, Okemah, and Taloka. 
10 
Class Cb Deep, gently sloping, loamy upland soils. Key series 
are Dennis and Durat. 
Class Cc Deep, nearly level daypan soils. Key series is 
Parsons. 
Shallow, eroded and sloping upland soils not 
suitable for row crops. Includes all abov~ series. 
Representative Farm Description 
Two different farm situations were used to define representative 
area crop and livestock farms. Farms were chosen to be generally 
representative and neither farm is meant to be typical of all farms of 
its particular size. Table III lists some characteristics of the 
· representative farms. The small farm contains 210 acres of total 
·· land with i40 cropland acres.; It typifies those farms using two-plow 
tractors and complementary machinery and having only cotton allotments. 
The large farm contains 520 total acres of which 345 acres ar.e crop-
land and it allows a four-plow tractor and machinery complement. The 
two farm sizes furnish indications of economics of size associated 
with machinery use. 
TABLE III 
TOTAL ACREAGE, PRODUCTIVITY CLASSES AND ALLOTMENTS FOR TWO 
REPRESENTATIVE FARMS, PRAIRIE SOILS OF 












































A set of improvements, including necessary buildings to adequately 
handle the needs of the respective farms, is assumed for each farm. 
Land Use 
Land is divided among cropland, pasture, and other land (woods, 
waste and farmstead) with cropland subdivided into productivity classes 
(Table III) o The use and productivity breakdowns were obtained from 
soil and farmer surveys o The Soil Conservation Handbook on Use and 
Treatment Alternatives for Eastern Oklahoma was used to determine 
the number of successive years a row-c:rop,cari be grown ori the same 
lando Allotment levels for the three ma1or aliotment crops (wheat, 
cotton, and peanuts) were derived f:rom. current allotment estimates 
based upon AoS.C.S. records and farm survey datao 
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TABLE IV 
., "- .. -.~: ··:-, :· ~ . 
DESCRIPTION OF CROP ACTIVITIES FOR PRAIRIE SOILS RESOURCE SITUATION 
Activity Yield on Land Classes Production Practice 
Item Level Number Unit Ca Cb Cc Cd · · 
Bermuda I Pl,9,17,25 , AUM a 3.3 3.3 2.6 · :2.s · overseeded with clover 0-15-0 
Bermuda II P2,10,18,26 AUM 4.5 4.5 3.4 3.3 overseeded with clover 10-20-10 
.Bermuda III P3,1l,19,27 AUM 5.2 5.2 3.8 3.7 overseeded with clover 15-30-15 
Bermuda IV P4,12,20,28 AUM 5.8 5.8 4.4 4 .. Z' o,v;erseeded with clover 30-40-20 
Bermuda v P5,13,21,29 AUM 6.8 6.8 4.8 4.-6 overseeded with clover 50-50-50 
Bermuda VI· P6,14,22,30 AUM 8.5 8.5 6.4 6.2 overseeded with clover 100-50-50 
Bermuda VII P7,15,23,31 AUM 10.0 10.0 7.5 7.3 overseeded with clover 200-50-50 
Bermuda VIII P8,16,24,32 AUM 7.1 7.1 5.0 4.8 overseeded with vetch 0-50-50 
Small Grain 
for Grazing P33,34 AUM 2.0 2.0 40-40-20 
Rye Vetch 
Pasture P35;36 AUM 4.0 4.0 20-40-20 
Cotton P47,49 Cwt. 3.75· 3.50 hand harvest 50-40-20 
Cotton P48,50 Cwt. 3.75 3.50 custom custom 50-40-20 
harvest hoeing 
Peanuts P51,52 Lb. 1250 1150 custom custom 10-40-40 
harvest hoeing 
Wheat P53,54,55 Bu. 28.0 26.0 24.0 custom harvest 50-30-15 
Soybeans P56,57,58 Lb. 1500· 1200 960 custom harvest 10-40-20 
Oats P59,60,61 Bu. 45.0 40.0 38.0 custom harvest 50-30-15 
Grain Sorghum P62,63,64 Cwt. 25.0 23.5 19.0 custom hartest 60-20-40 
Alfalfa P65;66 Ton 3.0 2.0 custom harvest 0-80-60 
aAn animal unit month is defined as the amount of grazing required by the average cow 






















DESCRIPTION OF COW-CALF ACTIVITIES 
Activity Calving Marketing Range 
Number. Time Date AUM' s per Caw Compone.nts... of Winter Ration 
P37 Mar. 1 Oct. 10 
P38 Mar. 1 Oct. 10 
P39 Mar. 1 Oct. 10 
P40 Nov. 1 Aug. 1 
P41 Noy. _l Aug. 1 







Cottonseed Cake» Hay, and Pasture 
Cottonseed Cakej Hay (substituted 
for pasture) 
Cottonseed Cake, Hay, and Pasture 
with some small grain p~sture to 
substitute for protein and pasture 
Cottonseed Cake, Hay, and Pasture 
Cottonseed Cake, Hay (substituted 
for pasture) 
Small Grain Pasture with cotton-




Activity. Purchase Sell 
Number Date Date 
P43 Oct o 10 May 20 
P44 Octo 10 Maro 1 
P45 Octo 10 AugolO 
P46 Octo 10 AugolO 
TABLE VI 
























seed cake 9 hay and 
pasture in bad weather 
Small Grain Pasture 
with cottonseed cake, 
hay, and pasture in 
bad weather 
Cottonseed Cake, Hay 
and Pasture 




plus 5 lbs. 
Grain Sorghum 





Enterprises chosen for this analysis were restricted by climate, 
available markets, degree of area applicability (for example, broom-
corn was considered insignificant because acreage in Muskogee, Okmulgee 
and Bryan counties was only 338 acres in 1959), and other factors 
listed later in this section. 
All major area cash ct"ops and such intermediate products as 
bermuda grass, rye-vetch temporary pasture, and small grain temporary 
pasture were included and are listed in Table IV. This analysis places 
special emphasis on pasture forage activities. For example, bermuda 
grass, which is the major pasture crop alternative, was analyzed at 
eight different production practice levels. Thus, this study 
substantially refines previous studies in which only one practice 
level was considered. 1 
Only livestock activities that are primarily pasture-forage users 
are included (Table V and VI). All sheep, hog and beef fattening 
activities were arbitrarily excluded. 
1 Alfred L. Barr, Wo Schultz, James So Plaxico and Arnold B. Nelson, 
Beef Cattle Systems and Range Improvement Alternatives: Estimated 
Production Income and Costs, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station 
Processed Series P-358 (Stillwater, 1960). 
Alan Wo Reichardt, William F. Lagrone and Luther Tweeten, Resource 
Requirements. Costs and Expected Returns; Alternative Crop and Livestock 
··Enterprises; Major Bottomh.nd Soils of Eastcentral and Southcentral 
Oklahoma, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Processed Series 
P-476 (Stillwater, 1964). 
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Prices 
Two sets of prices received are used in this study. Short run 
prices with the exception of. wheat price, are average Oklahoma prices 
over the last five years. The intermediate-run prices are varied from 
a base representing possible future prices. (See A?pendix Table I). 
Price adjustments are made for market location and transportation 
differentials. 
16 
Resource prices are current prices report~d by farmers, agricultural 
workers and suppliers in the area. 
Technology and M~agement Levels 
The level of technology assumed reflects the latest ecQnomically 
feasible innovations and techniques, based upon experiment station 
reconnnendations. Above average management is assumed since it is not 
-a common practice in the area to apply fertilization levels or herbicide 
applications specified in some activities. 
Capital 
Capital can be borrowed as long as the return is greater than or 
equal to the assumed market rate of interest. A six percent rate w~s 
charged on borrowed operating capital. 
Capital requirements for each enterprise were divided into total 
and annual capital. Total capital is the sum of the expenditures and 
separable imvestment capital for a given enterprise in a given year. 
Annual capital is total capital adjusted to an annual basis so that 
interest can be charged for the length of time the money was tie.d· up on 
a particular enterprise. For example, if a calf was purchased Oct. 1 
and sold April li then the capital was in use for only one half year. 
If the calf cost $100 then the annual capital charge would only be 
$50. The.total capital charge would be the complete $100. In the 
. . 
programming model, interest is charged on· total operating capital to 
reflect farmer psychology leading to discounting for uncertainty. 
Labor 
Available hours of operator labor a,re divided into two categories: 
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(1) that available for doing field work and (2) that necessary for carrying 
on the duties of management. The first labor category was subdivided 
into work periods of (1) January-April, (2) May-July, (3) August-
September, and (4) October-December as these are major labor use 
·periods (See Table ~II) associated with prevalent area livesto~k and 
crop enterprises. One and one-half hours per day was assumed necessary 
for carrying on the duties of management. 
TABLE VII 
OPERATOR LABOR AVAILABLE FOR FARMING 





Labor:f,11,~ddition to that furnished by the operator may be 
required in,all or some of the months and can be hired at $1.00 per 
hour. 
Machinery 
Sets of machinery assumed for the study are those most prevalent 
in the area and are derived from machinery data obtained from farmer 
' . 
surveys in the area. 
As indicated earlier, a two-plow tractor and machinery complement 
' . 
for the small farm and a four-plow tractor and machinery complement for 
the larger farms were used. 
Costs, of owning and operating machinery are considered v.ariable 
for all planning periods and are expressed on a per hour basis. 
Custom harvesting is assumed for all activities. 2 
Overhead Cos·:ts 
Most separable and discernable overhead costs such as hay storage, 
fences, and corrals are included in production costs in the applicable 
activities. Many expenses such as land tax, telephone, insurance, and 
car and pickup expenses were not included.3 These costs have no 
influence on decisions relative to combination of activities as they 
2Price.s for custom operations are from D. B. Jeffrey, et. al., 
Oklahoma Custom Rates, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Service~ 
Leaflet L-50, 19600 
3Estimates of overhead costs can be found in: Larry J. Connor, 
"Long-Run Adjustment Hypotheses for Farm Operators in a Sparsely 
Populate.d, High-Risk Area of the Great Plains • ." Stillwater: (unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis, Oklahoma State University, 1964). 
Alan W. Reichardt, "Farm Adjustment Opportunities on Major 
Bottomland Soils of Southcentral and Eastcentral Oklahoma." Stillwater: 
(unpublished M. s. thesis, Oklahoma State University, 1964). 
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are c.onsidered to be whole farm costs.· As mentioned earlier, they do 
affect the amount of returns from a combination of activities. 
Consequently, net return estimates include residual payments to excluded 
overhead costs. 
Tenure 
The tenure situation assumed is that of an owner-operator. 
Although many operators farm both owned and rented land, the assumption 
is not irregular because the desired information concerns what return 
can be expected from a set of resources, not how the resources are 
acquired or returns shared. A farmer who does not own all the land 
he farms will subtract his principal and interest payment or rent 
payment from net income to determine actual net income. 
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CHAPTER III 
ALTERNATIVE WHOLE FARM PLANS 
Much uncertainty exists in southcentral and eastcentral Oklahoma 
concerning the profitability of alternative farm organizations, partic-
ularly organizations emphasizing bermuda-livestock enterprises. Lack 
of knowlege, customs, farmer preferences, individual farm characteiistics 
and such local conditions as sho'(tages of labor and marketing facilities 
may .force exclusion of some enterprises. Operator age, capital position, 
farming experience, work capacity and manag.erial ability may also 
influence enterprise choice. Thus, farmers need estimates of costs, 
returns, and complementary labor and capital information to allow 
comparison of alternati.ve plans. 
Since the planning. information furnished by this chapter is 
basically for the short~run the amount of available land is fixed. 
Different farming plans for the given farm size and resource mix are 
presented. The plans and accompanying analyses indicate optimum 
organizations for given sets of production alternatives., The oppor-
tunity costs of plans other than the optimum one in which all production 
alternatives are considered are b&dicated by differences in returns. 
These differences allow farmers to determine costs of factors such 
as-personal preference which dictate a particular set of production 
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alternatives. The differences in returns between plans also indicate 
possibilities of expanding net income by reorg~nizing within present 
fence lines. 
Profit Maximization With Various Combinations of Enterprises 
··With all crop an:dlivestock activities listed in Tables IV, V, 
· and VI as admissible alternatives, the most profitable set of enter-
prises was specified. Alternative organizations were derived by 
successively deleting the most profitable enterprise and determining 
themost profitable plans after the deletion. This procedure determined 
a·profitability ranking of entetprises. Land use, capital requirements, 
and labor requirements· are supplementary data furnished by this process. 
The analysis is short-run in that a fixed farm size and approximate 
current prices (e.g. $24 for 450 lb. stocker steers,$ .295 cotton and 
$1.65 wheat) are assumed. Since it is also assumed that capital is 
unlimited at six percent interest and machinery can be varied, the 
analysis cannot be strictly classified as short-run. 
All· Enterprises 
With available markets, sufficient capital and land, plus the 
necessary managerial ability, some farmers can consider all feasible 
activities as b~ing alternatives open to their consideration. This 
section includes all activities as possible choices. The linear 
programming technique determines the most profitable organization 
(See Plan 1, Table VIII). 
For this short-run analysis, the optimum organization includes 
12.42 acres of cotton and 184.23 acres of peanuts to use the Ca and 
Cb land suitabl~ for row-cropping. Wheat is on Ca and Cb land above 
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TABLE VIII 
SHORT Ru,N ORGANIZATION AND NET INCOME FROM NIN! ALTERNATIVE FAllM PLANS 
FOR A REPRESENTATIVE EASTERN Ol{J..ABOMA PRAIRIE SOILS FARM 
Plana 









Beef Cows Head 
Beef Stockers Head 
Operator Labor Hour 
Total Capital Dol. 
Annual Capital Dol. 
12.42 196.65 
184.23 196.65 




10.35 51.75 51.75 
34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 138.00 148.35 345.00. 
30.0 31.0 30.0 30.0 21.0 31.0 11.0 14.0 
65.0 69.0 2.0 79.0 18.0 33.0 116.0 120.0 324.0 
1743.60 1365.52 1779.33 1161.21 1126.70 1039.46 1200.74 1322.82 1657.97 
30947.57 31645.74 21142.22 25390.93 17332.32 19848.02 28127.95 29455.65 53283.10 





Dol. 14370.56 14148.42 13107.85 8552.78 5689.05 5528.83 5007.06 4650.59 3653.49 
8p1an Enterprise removed ~)1.a.n Enterprise removed 
1 None 6 Cotton, Peanuts> Wheat, Soybeans 
2 Cotton 7 11 II 
II " Oats 
3 Peanuts 8 11 " II II 
II Alfalfa 
4 Cotton. Peanuts 9 ll " " II 
II " Grain Sorghum 
5 " II Wheat i:,.) N 
the 76 percent row-crop res.triction and all the Cc land. Bermuda uses 
the 34.50 acres of Cd land. Livestock activities include 30 units of 
cow-calf P39, 26 units of buy-sell stockers P43 and 39 units of buy-
sell stockers P44 to utilize the wheat pasture. 
The organization is stable with the exception of buy-sell stockers 
P44. 1 An increase in revenue of $1.39 per unit from the P44 activity 
would make P44 competitive with cows P39 and result in 59 head of 
buy-sell stockers P46 entering the basis. The column headed stability 
ranges in Appendix Table IV indicates the range of values over which 
· cost (or revenue) may vary, assuming no other cost value varies, without 
changing organization of the program. However, any change within this 
range will result in a change in net income. 
All Enterprises Except Cotton 
With the removal of cotton, riet income decreases to $14,148.42. 
Wheat and peanuts are the primary cropland users. This organization 
is attractive because of its simplicity (See Plan 2, Table VIII). With 
these two cash crops, 69 head of beef stockers P43 and 30 head of beef 
cows P39, the farmer would have his work distributed throughout the 
year, although there might be competitio~ for labor during the fall. 
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For this organization, the buy-sell stocker P44 activity is the only 
one that would be classed as unstable. An increase in returns per animal 
of $0o 93 would result in a part of the spring cow-calf P.39 activity being 
replaced by more stockers P44, thtJ.s allowing 59 head of buy-sell stockers 
P46 to enter the basis. This would require only a .15 cent per pound 
price change in buy-sell stocker~ P~4. Stability ranges also indicate 
':, 
1st~bility ranges discussed in this chapter are in Appendix Tables 
AIV and AXIL There is a c9rresponding table for each alternative plan 
discussed in this chapter. 
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that a six-tentps of one percent decrease in interest rate would result 
in buy-sell stockers P46 entering the organization. 
All Enterprises Except Peanuts 
With peanuts excluded from the list of alternative crops, cotton 
and wheat become the most profitable crops (See Plan 3, Table VIII). 
The winter wheat pasture, bermuda pasture and native pasture are used 
by 30 head of the cow-calf P39 activity. Labor requirements (1779.33 
hours) are relatively high because of the importance of cotton in the 
plan. Capital requirements are only two-thirds that required by the 
plan in the prece~ding section which had peanuts and th~ supplemental 
buy-sell steer activity P44 as the major activities. Net income is 
$1260 less than that possible when no activities are excluded. 
Stability r8:nges indicate that substitution of hand harvesting cotton 
for machine harvesting would reduce net income by $92.15. Other 
activities are very stable. 
Cotton and Peanuts Removed 
With peanuts and cotton both excluded, wheat be.comes the most 
I 
profitable enterprise and is the sole user of all cropland suited for 
cash crops. Bermuda is on Cd soil. This organization (Plan 4) is 
probably quite attractive because of its simplicity and light machinery 
requiretttent. The exclusion of peanuts and cotton resulted in a drop 
in net income to $8,522.78. Labor required, when compared to the plan 
with both wheat and peanuts (Plan 2), is less by 204 hours and total 
operating capital requirements less by $8,058.61. Seventy nine head of 
stockers P44 are included to utilize the wheat pasture. Thirty cows P39 
use the residual small grain and native pasture. 
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Stability ranges again indicate that an increase in revenue per 
unit from stockers P44 or a slight decrease in interest rate would result 
in a different organization with 59 head of buy-sell stockers P46 entering 
the basis and some of the cow activity P39 leaving the basis. 
Cotton, Peanuts, Wheat Removed 
The elimination of wheat, the third most profitable crop gives a 
completely new and much more diversified organization (See P~an 5, 
Table VIII). Soybeans is grown on all cropland suitable for its 
production. Oats takes all Cc land and the Cb land not suited to row-
crops. Alfalfa is the user of the Ca land not suited for row crops. 
This organization might be attractive to certain farmers who do not wish, 
or are financially unable, to bear the risk of a complete crop failure 
under an organization such as the all wheat organiz'ation in the previous 
section. 
Cow numbers P39 change from 30 to 21 head and stocker steer P46 
numbers ~hange from 79 to 18 head from the previous to the present 
organization. The change from all wheat to this more diversified organi-
zation results in a decrease in net income of $2,863.73. 
A more logical organization might be the substitution of wheat for 
oats in this organization. Labor» machinery and capital requirements 
would vary only slightly and net income would increase by $906.66. 
Stability range figures show that a cost per acre increase of $0.22 
for oats ,would result in some soybeans on Cb land being replaced by oats. 
The instability of the oat sell activity re-enforces the already stated 
proposition that slight increases in net returns from oats or decreases 
for soybeans would result in some soybeans being replaced by oats. 
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Cotton, Peanuts, Wheat, Soybeans Removed 
With soybeans removed, a more specialized and simple organization is 
derived (Table VII, Plan 6). Oats uses 258.75 of the 345 acres, alfalfa 
uses 51.75 acres ~ttd bermuda uses 34.5 acres. The available small grain 
p~sture allows 33 stocker steers P43 and 31 cows P39 to be included in 
the optimum basis. Labor requirements are less than the previous 
organization by 87 hours (1039.46 hours) and is the lowest for any of 
the optimum organizations in this chapter (Figure 2). The net income 
decreases to $5,528.83, which is a drop of only $160.22 from the previous 
organization. 
Stability ranges indicate that a decrease in interest rate of six-
tenths of one percent would allow buy-sell stockers P46 to become profit-
able and would result in 60 head of s.tocker steers 1;>46 entering the prograt11. 
Oats Removed 
The removal of oats as an available alternative, in addition to 
those previously removed~ results in both grain sorghum and bermuda 
becoming relatively more profitable (Table VII, Plan 7). Alfalfa 
occupies all Ca land and is stable. Grain sorghum uses all Cb land 
· suitable for row-cropping. Bermuda uses all Cb land unsuited for row 
crops and all Cc and Cd land. 
With the increase in bermuda acreage, stocker steer P46 numbers 
increase from 33 to 116 head and cow numbers P39 decrease to 11 head. 
Total capital requirements increases $8,279.93 over the previous plan 
(Figure 2). Net income decreases to $5,007.06. 
Bermuda on Cb land is not stable and an increase in cost per unit 
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being grown. This would'also affect the stocker steer P46 enterprise 
as fewer steers would ~e carried with the decrease in bermuda grass 
acreage. 
Although the buy-sell stocker steer activity P43 does not enter 
the optimum basis for this plan, it would enter if (1) interest rate 
dropped from six percent to 5.87 percent, (2) revenue per unit from 
the cow-calf activity P39 dropped by $0.30 or (3) if revenue per unit 
from buy-sell stockers P46 increased by $0.15. Any of the changes would 
result in some of the 11 head of cows P39 being replaced by buy-sell 
stockers P43. 
Alfalfa Removed 
The elimination of alfalfa as an alternative, along with the other 
crops which have been previously excluded, returns the optimum organi-
zation to a more specialized organization (Table VIII, Plan 8). Grain 
sorghum is the only cash crop grown and it occupies all Ca and Cb land 
suitable for row-crops. The remaining 148.35 acres of the 345 tillable 
acres are in bermudao Cow-calf P37 numbers increase to 14 head and 
stocker steer P46 numbers increase to 120 head. 
Net income from present organization is $4,650059. Labor required 
increases by 121.92 hours over the previous plan to 1322082 and total 
capital required increases over the previous organization by $1,327.70 
to $29,455065 (Figure 2)o 
The bermuda activities on Ca and Cb land are not stable, however, 
changes in cost per unit would not cause any new organization of enter-
prises but would result in different levels of production practices for 
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the bermuda enterprise. There would be some change in net income and 
livestock numbers. The stability ranges on stocker steers P46 and the cow-
calf activity P37 also emphasize that s.light price changes would cause 
some of the bermuda activities currently in the program to be replaced 
by a different. bermuda activity. The narrow range on the six percent 
interest rate indicates how little interest rate would need to change 
for a more intensive operation to be initiated. If interest rate 
decreased from six percent to 5.87 percent then heavier production 
practices would be applied to bermuda and stocker steer numbers 
would increase. 
No Cash Crops 
With the removal of grain sorghum as a possible alternative, in 
addition to the previou$ly excluded activities, bermuda and small 
grain for grazing are the only remaining activities that use cropland. 
All the problems of decision-making are not eliminatedi however, as 
eight levels: of production practices (Table IV) can be applied to the 
bermuda. Both input prices and cattle prices influence the determi-
nation of the most profitable level of production practices. 
With current prkes, the most profitable organization (Table VII, 
Plan 9) is a bennuda grass-stocker steer ope:rationo All cropland can 
be profitably sprigged to bennuda and with the 277 AUM's of native 
grazing available the representative farm can carry 324 units of the 
buy-sell stocker activity P46o 
It is profitable to use production practice level III on b~rmuda 
Ca and Cb land but only a maintenance level I on the Cc and Cd land. 
Some farmers might not restrict the use of production practice III 
to Ca and Cb land and apply the practice level III to bermuda on all 
land classes. The effect would be to decrease net income by $301.76. 
Using the maintenance level I on all bermuda would decrease net income 
by only $31.59. 
Stability ranges on production practice III on the bermuda on Ca 
land indicates that practice levels III and VIII are perfect substitutes. 
It also indicates that if a farmer had a limited mix of inputs to apply 
to either Ca or Cb land that he would be indifferent as to which land 
class received the inputs. The narrow range on buy-sell activity P46 
indicates that a per unit decrease in revenue of $0.53 would make produc-
tion practice III unprofitable on 20. 81 acres of bermuda on Ca land. 
Producti,on practice I would be the new activity. The same results are 
implied should interest rate rise above 6.34 percent. 
The most significant differences in this organization and the ones 
in the·previous sections are: (1) much higher total and annual operating 
capital requirements (Figure 2), (2) the lowest net income (Figure 2), 
and· (3) the third highest labor requirement. Other implications will be 
looked at in a later chapter. 
EFFECTS OF ALLOTMENT RESTRICTIONS ON ORGANIZATION AND NET INCOME 
An early section of this chapter dealt with optimum organization 
and possible net income with conditions of current prices, no allotment 
restrictions and all alternative activitieso To allow comparison of 
orgamization and net income under conditions of "no allotments" and 
"allotmentsn this section uses an area representative breakdown of 
allotment restrictions. Allotments (See Table II) restrict the available 
land·for·use of cotton, peanuts and wheat to 210.5 of the 345 acres. 
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Table IX gives a comparison of organization, capital and labor 
requirements, and net incomes for the two plans. It is significant that 
the three allotment crops enter the basis up to the maximum allowed 
under the allotment restrictions. This is in line with the findings 
from the deletion process which determined cotton, peanuts and wheat to 
be' the''most profitable of the alternative crop enterprises. 
The "allotments" plan is much more diversified than the ''no 
allotments" plan. Net income, at $12,092.85, is almost $2,200 less 
than the "no allotments" plan. Total operating capital is almost 
$6,000 less than the ''no allotments" plan. 
Stability ranges given in the appropriate appendix tables indicate 
the activities in the "allotments" plan are more stable than those in 
the "no aliotiilents" plan. 
When comp~red to other alternative farm plans in this chapter, the 
''allotments" plan is only inferior in net income to those plans having a 
greater acreage of either cotton, peanuts or a combination of the two. 
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TABLE IX 
A COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF REPRESENTATIVE ALLOTMENT RESTRICTIONS UPON 
ORGANIZATION AND NET INCOME ON A REPRESENTATIVE EASTERN OKLAHOMA 
PRAIRIE SOILS FARM 
Item Unit Allotments No Allotments 
Cotton acre 72.50 12.42 
Peanuts acre 103050 184.23 
Wheat acre 34.50 113.85 
Soybeans acre 20.65 
Oats acre 69.00 
Alfalfa acre 10.35 
Bermuda acre 34.50 34.50 
Beef Cows head 3LO 30.0 
Beef Stockers: head 27.0 65.0 
Operator Labor hours 1729.96 1743.60 
Total Capital doL 24900.90 30947.57 
Annual Carpi tal doL 18152.90 21283.39 





PROFITABLE FARMING ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE INTERMEDIATE-RUN 
This chapter is specifically designed to aid farm managers in 
planning their farm organizations for possible future product price 
situations. Supplementary information is furnished to nonfarm business-
men on possible changes in area aggregate output and quantities of inputs 
demanded with changes in the general price level. This analysis lends 
itself to use by policy makers who are interested in estimating 
intermediate term response of cotton production with no allotments to 
changes in either cotton prices or prices of those crops which compete 
with cottono The results may also be used in examining comparative 
advantages of various producing regionso 
Input prices used in this chapter are presented in Appendix 
Table A, Io Cotton price and prices of competing products are varied 
throughout the analysiso All major livestock and crop activities for 
the area ar~ included. This m:ay overestimate "real world" ~pnditions as 
many farmers may have reservations or preferences against the production 
of certain of the included activities. The analysis includes budgeting 
to determine differences in income for organizations other than the 
optimum oneo 
In t}lis intermediate-rurt analysis all land is held const;ant. 
No allotment restrictions are placed upon any of the crop enterprises. 
However, r~ crops are limited by their soil depletion effects and are 
not allotired to be cropped continuously. Labor is assumed to be available 
at $1.00 p~r hour. 
Thde major effects arestudied in this chapter: (1) cotton 
prices at~ varied from the base by plus or minus 20 percent and plus 
or minus 40 percent while prices of all competing activities are held 
at base, (2) cotton prices are varied by plus or minus 20 percent and 
plus or minus 40 percent when the prices of competing commodities are 
increased to 30 percent above base prices,· (3) cotton prices are varied 
by plus or minus 20 percent and plus or minus 40 percent when the prices 
of competing products are decreased below base prices by 30 percent 





ALTERNATIVE PLANS DERIVED AND ANALYZED.FOR 
FIVE COTTON PRICES AND THREE PRICE LEVEL~ 
Price levels Cotton Prices; 
fen: competing (cents pe:r pqund): 
products 13.2 1706 2220 i6.4 
.... -·~ ... ,. ·--·· ... -·-
Base x x x x 
Base Plus 30% x x x x 







is to allow observations concerning changes in organizations as the price 
relationships change. Information is also given on changes that could 
be expected in profits and the stability of certain crops within a 
given organization over a range of prices. Implicit in the analysis 
is information relating to deviation from maximum profits resulting 
from non-optimal organizations. 
Cotton Prices Varied, Competing Products Value at Base 
With cattle and all competing crops at base prices, cotton is not 
competitive at a price of 13.2 cents per pound (base minus 40 percent). 
Peanuts is the major cash crop and occupies all 196.65 acres of crop-
land suitable for its production. Wheat uses the next largest acreage -
23 percent of available cropland (79. 35 acres). Class Cc land is planted 
·to 34.5 acres of grain sorghum and all the Cd land is planted to bermuda. 
Fifty nine head of stocker P44 utilize wheat pasture and winter cover 
crops and 30 beef cows P39 are included to utilize native pasture, small 
grain pasture and extra labor. 
With the exception of the "near substitutability" of wheat and 
grain sorghum on Cc land, the organization for 13.2 cent cotton and 
·· other products at base· prices is quite stable. 
· Stability ranges 1 tell how much co.st per unit or revenue per unit 
-could cahnge before a change in organization would occur. For this 
organization, if prices of grain sorghum decrease by one cent or wheat 
1Appendix Tables A, XIII through A, XXVII give stability ranges for 
corresponding optimum plans of this chapter. 
prices increased by more than one cent, a new organization would result. 
Additional budgeting indicated that growing all wheat on Cc land would 
decrease the maximum profit by only $1.04. Many farmers might prefer 
to grow all wheat to avoid the planting and harvesting of two quite 
different crops. 
Cotton Price at 17.6 Cents and 22.0 Cents 
At 17.6 cents per pound for cotton iint, all competing products 
at base prices, a slight change in the organization of the crop enter-
pr!ses is observed. At this price level, 12.81 acres of cotton enter 
the program. This cotton acreage is only 6.5 percent of the total land 
·suitable for cotton production. The amount of available October-
Pecember labor restricts the·amount of cotton grown. This is because 
(1) the other activities can pay labor a higher return than cotton and 
(2) cotton returns are not high enough to allow the hiring of more 
labor. 
The stability ranges for cotton and peanuts (the activity with 
which cotton competes) indicates both activities are quite stable. 
At·cotton prices of 22 cents per pqund and other products at 
base prices the sll\me organization is optimum as when cott.on is 17. 6 
cents. Net income increases by $200. The stability range for cotton 
indicates that· production costs would have to decrease by $10 per 
acre before any labor would be hired. 
Cotton Price at 26.4 Cents and 30ci8 Cerits 
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An increase in cotton prices to 26.4 cents per pound, 20 percent 
above the base, gives an important change in farm organization~ (Table XI) 
·Cotton· completely replaces peanuts on the land suitable for row crops 
and-acreage increases from 12.81 acres to 196.65 acres. With the 
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TABLE XI 
OPTD1UM ORGANIZATION AT FIVE COTTON PRICES; COMPETING COMMODITIES 
AT BASE PRICES, REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE SOILS RESOURCE SITUATION 
Cotton Prices {cents ;eer ;eoundl 
Enterprise Unit 13.2 17.6 22.0 26.4 30.8 
Cotton acre ,12.81 12.81 196.65 196.65 
Peanuts acre 196.65 183.84 183.84 
Wheat acre 79.35 79. 35 79. 35 107.56 107.56 
Soybeans acre 
Grain Sorghum acre 34.50 34.50 34.50 6.29 6.29 
Oats acre 
Alfalfa acre 
Bermuda acre 34.50 34.50 34. 50 . 34.50 34.50 
Beef Cows head 30.0 30.0 30.0 31.0 31.0 
Beef Sto(;~er~ head .59.Q 54.0 54.0 
Operator L~bbr hour 1374.45 1764.17 1764.17 1783.07 1783.07 
Total Capit.ii doL 30661.23 29941.56 29941.56 29962.45 29962.45 
Annual Capital dol. 21196.29 20B41.21 20841.21 16250.91 16250.91, 




elimination of peanuts the stocker cattle activities P43 and P44 drop 
out of the program as they were users of grazing from the winter cover 
crop on the peanut land. Thirty one head of the cow-calf activity P39 
is in the basis. Net income increases by more than $2,000 over the 
·previous organization. 
Some of the cotton activities are rather unstable at the lower 
limit:. The instability is not critical as cotton would still be the 
crop grown, but hand harvest would substitute for mechanical harvest. 
Net·income_ would decrease by $687.48 if all cotton was hand harvested. 
·Wheat and grain are still quite unstable on the Cc land. A farmer 
could be practically indifferent concerning which crop is grown. If 
·grain sorghtnn entered the basis net income would decrease by $17.71. 
At a cotton price of 30.8 cents per pound, no change in whole 
farm organization is observed. The cost per unit for mechanical 
··· harvested cotton is ve.ry close to. the value for its upper limit. The 
change that would result if the cost per unit of mechanical harvest 
cotton decreased by$ .48 would be for hand harvested cotton .9n Ca 
land to enter the program. Therefore, no basic change in farm organi-
zation would result. Net income increases by $3,000 over the previous 
program. Livestock and bermuda grass activities remain unchanged. 
Cotton-Price Varied, Competing Products Value at Base Minus 30 Percent 
With all competing crops and livestock valued at base prices minus 
30 percent some cotton is included in the optimum organization at every 
cotton price (Table XII). However, at prices of 13.2 and 17.6 cents 




OPTIMUM ORGANIZATION.AT·FIVE·COTTON PRICES, COMPETING COMMODITIES 
AT BASE PRICES MINUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOILS RESOURCE SITUATION 
Cotton Prices ~cents l?er l?ound} 
·· Enterl?rise Unit 13 •. 2 17.6 22.0 26.4 30~8 
Cotton acre .. 13.46 14.24 196.65 196.65 196.65 
Peanuts acre 
Wheat acre 80.67 62.10 83.22 83.22 83.22 
Soybeans acre 41.40 41.40 
Grain Sorghum acre 141.79 141.01 
Oats acre 
Alfalfa acre 
Bermuda acre 33.18 14.26 
Idle Land acre 34.5 71.99 65.13 65.13 65.13 
Beef Cows head 33.00 28.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 
Beef Stockers head 
Ope~ator Labor hour· 1561.51 1466.73 1634.61 1634.61 1634.61 
Total Capital dol. 16950.03 14952.69 17880.69 17880.69 17880.69 
Annual Capital dol. 14529.41 12693.25 13452.51 13452.51 13452.51 





'Cotton Price at 13.2 and 17.6 Cents· 
At a cotton price of 13.2 cents per pound, grain sorghum uses 
41 percent of the cropland. Wheat, soybeans, bermuda, and cotton occupy 
23, 12, 9, and 4 percent of the cropland, respectively. Ten percent of · 
the cropland is idle. Thirty three head of beef cows P39 utilize the native 
and small grain pasture. Net income is $1732.54. The included hand 
harvested cotton activity is limited by avail.able October-December 
labor. Excess labor is available in the other threepe,riods. 
At the 17.6 cent cotton price, wheat acreage decreases, cotton· 
acreage increases slightly, idle land acreage increases, and net 
income increases to $1944.67. 
Cotton Price at 22.0, 26.4, and 30.8 Cents 
A-major change in organization occurs with a change in lint cotton 
price at 22 cents per pound (Table XII). Grain sorghum and soybeans 
are out of the organization and the only crops grown are cotton and 
wheat. Beef cow, P39, numbers decrease by four to 24 head. Bermuda is· 
replaced by wheat. However, wheat is not stable on Cc land and a small 
increase in cost of wheat production, a small decrease in cost of berJ11Uda 
production, or an increase in returns from beef cattle would result in 
bermuda replacing the wheat on Cc land. 
Optimum farm,organization does not change with increases in cotton 
prices to 26.4 and 30.8- cents per pound. Net incomes increase to 
$7,_785.55 and $10,859.49 with the respective increases in price. 
Co_tton Prices Varied, Competing Products Valued at Base Plus 30 Percent 
When prices of those livestock and crop activities which compete 
,· 
. ' 
with cotton for available }:'esources are increased by 30 percent, cotton 
cannot favorably compete. even at prices of 30.8 cents per pound. 
Cotton Price at 13.2; 17.6, and 22.0 Cents 
Peanuts and wheat occupy·three-fourths of the cropland and are the 
only·cash crops grown. Remaining cropland is used by 86.26 acres of 
· bermuda. ·Bermuda and native pasture provide forage for 116 head of 
stockers P46 and the small grain pasture can carry 89 head of stockers 
P43. The total operating cap:1,tal requirement of $50,964.95 is much , 
higher than that required at the base and base minus 30 percent price 
levels. No labor is hired and 1525.81 hours of the available 2204 hours 
of operator labor are required. Net income is $16,128.30. 
Wheat is not stable on the Ca land and would be replaced by 
·alfalfa should cost of wheat production increa~e by more than $0.47 per 
acre. The same result would be achieved if wheat prices decreased by 
more than $0.02 per bushel. The stability ranges for most bermuda 
activities are narrow. However, should a change occur, the new activity 
would be a bermuda activity with a different production practice level. 
No change in optimum organization results from an increase of 
cotton pr1-ces to either 17.6 or 22.0 cents per pound. Net income 
remains at $16,128.30. With a wheat price of $1.56 per bushel, a change 
of two cents in price or a change in costs of more than three percent 
will result in part of the wheat being replaced by alfalfa. If costs 
increase by as much as five percent, 190 8 acres of grain sorghum will 
also·enter the organization. Although the bermuda activities in the 
·program are not stable, a slight change in prices or costs will only 
result in bermuda with a different production practice level replacing 
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the outgoing bermuda. An increase·of·one·percent in interest rates 
could·cause wheat to be·unprofitable·and result in some alfalfa and/or 
grain sorghum entering·the program. 
Cotton·Price at 26.4 Cents 
At a cotton lint price of 26.4 cents pe.r pound a slight change 
in orga~ization occurs. ·Cotton replaces 8.84 acres of peanuts, Net 
income increases by $28.85 to $16,157.15 a,s a result of the change in 
organization and the increase in cotton prices. The most significant 
. occurance is the change in the degree of stability of the wheat, 
bermuda and buy-sell livestock activities. Alfalfa becomes even more 
competitive with wheat on Ca land than at previous price combinations 
and an increase in cost of production of wheat by $ • 38 per acre wouid 
decrease by only $3.93 from this ~hange in organization. 
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Of the 86.25 acres of bermuda included in this organization, the 
activities· on 80. 67 acres are unstable. The unstable activities, however, 
· · would be replaced by another bermuda activity using a different level 
·of production ·practices. 
The. ~tability ranges· of the two buy-sell activities P43 and P46 
indicate that if net returns per animal decreased by more than one 
percent, some bermuda would drop out of the program and the acreages 
of wheat and alfalfa would increase. 
The stability range around the six percent interest 1:ate h very 
narrow for all programs with base plus 30 percent prices on competing 
products. However, a.change of plus or minus five tenths percent will 
result· in a change in this system •. , An increase in interest rate 
would yield more bermuda in the organization. The.closen~ss in value 
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of the lower coefficient of the stability range and the $1.56 wheat price 
indicates that a one cent decrease in wheat price would allow alfalfa 
to enter the program. Netincome would decrease $2.85 if alfalfa replaced 
wheat. 
Cotton Price at 30.8 Cents 
At a cotton lint price of 30.8 cents per pound, very little change 
occurs in optimum organtzation (See Table XIII). Cotton acreage 
increases by .41 acres and alfalfa replaces wheat on 10.35 acres. Stocker 
P43 numbers decrease by four to ~2 head, stocker P46 numbers remain at 
116 head. · Net income increases by $139. 03 over the optimum organization 
at the previous price level. Total capital required decreases by $700 
to $49,688.90. 
Stability ranges show alfalfa to be highly unstable. If returns 
from alfalfa decrease by $ • 28 per acre more bern1t1da would be grown. 
If returns per acres from alfalfa should increase by $ .08 then some 
wheat would be replaced by alfalfa. An increase of $ ·• 32 per acre in 
costs· of bermuda grown on Cb land would decrease bermuda and increase 
wheat. 
Stability ranges on buy-sell stockers P43 (winter grazed October 
to· May on small grain pasture) and buy-sell stockers P46 (grazed on 
bermuda pasture) are narrow. If the returns per animal from stockers 
P43 grazing on wh~at pasture decreased by$ .29 then few stockers P43 
would be run on wheat pa~ture. A decrease in per animal returns for 
stockerP46 would result in some of the bermuda being replaced by wheat. 
Stability range on the interest rate of sb: percent is very narrow 
for this optimum organization. Aone-tenth of one percent decrease in 
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TABLE XIII 
OPTIMUM ORGANIZATION AT FIVE COTTON PRICES, COMPETING COMMODITIES 
AT BASE PRICES PLUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOILS RESOURCE SITUATIO~ 
Cotton Prices ! ~nts Eer EOUndl 
EnterErise Unit 13.2 . 17. 6 22~0 26.4 30.8 
Cotton acre 8.84 9.25 
Peanuts acre 196.65 196.65 196.65 187.81 187.4 
Wheat acre 62.1 62.1 62.1 62.1 51. 75 
Soybeans acre 
Grain Sorghum acre 
Oats acre 
Alfalfa acre 10.25 
Bermuda acre 86.25 86.25 86.25 86.25 86.25 
Beef Cows head 
Beef Stockers head 205.0 205.0 205.0 202.0 198.0 
Hired Labor hour 
Operator Labor hour 1525 0 72 1525 0 72 1525. 72 1792. 34 1783.00 
Total Capital doL 50964.95 50964.95 50964.95 50359.91 49688.90 
Annual Capital doL 37719.99 37719.99 37719.99 37328.20 36724. 70 




interest rate would result in more wheat being grown, less bepnuda being 
grown and less stocker cattle being used. 
Labor Requirement for Optimum Organizations 
A tabular summary of labor requirements of the 15 optimum plans 
determined earlier in the chapter is presented in this section to allow 
comparison on the basis of amount of operator labor required. Table XIV 
gives the number of the available 2204 operator hours that were actually 
used in the optimum farm organizationso 
Price 
TABLE XIV 
LABOR REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTIMUM PLANS AT FIVE COTTON PRICES AND 
THREE GENERAL PRICE LEVELS FOR COMPETING PRODUCTS ON A 
REPRESENTATIVE EASTERN OKLAHOMA 
PRAIRIE SOILS FARM 
Level of Competing Cotton Price. !cents :eer :eoundl 
Products l3o2 1706 22o0 . 26.4 30. 8 
Base Minus 30 Percent 156L51 1466073 1634061 1634061 1634.61 
Base 1374045 1764011 1764017 1783.07 1783.07 
Base Plus 30 Percent 1525 0 72 15250 72 1525Q 72 1792.34 1783.00 
The farm plans with the highest labor requirements in Table.XIV are 
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ones- that· had some units of the hand harvest cotton activity in the basis. 
Figures· from activity budgets (Table XV) indicate. that hand harvested 
cotton·is the most labor.intensive of the included cash crop activities. 
The,additional generalization can be made that all row~crops are more 
intensive labor users than the small grain crops o 
It is significant that for the 520 acre representative. farm and the 
many price combinations, in no case ·was any labor .hired .. and that th.e 
hours required annually per plan-varies.by little.more.than 400 hours. 
TABLE XV 












Cotton, hand harvest 
















Operating Capital and Machinery Capital Requirements for Optimum Plans 
The nature of an organization, whether livestock or crop oriented, 
influences operating capital requirements of a farm plan. A livestock 
oriented plan will have·· greater oper,at:l'..ng capital needs than a cash crop 
plan. An· example can he drawn from Table 1.'VI by. comparing operating 
capital· requirements· for the organizations determined optimum when 
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competing products are at base prices and cotton prices are at 22 and 26. 4 
cents per poundo The organization at 22 cent cotton is a peanut-stocker 
steer system and at 26·o:4·cent 7 cotton is the major crop. Since operating 
capital requirements for peanuts and cotton· are· quite similar, the major 
factor ,::.ausing change in operating· c21pital requirement· was steers. 
Machinery capital required for fann plans is the reverse of the 
situation for operati.ng capitaL Although machinery capital requirements 
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vary no more than $825 within any price level for competing .products, plans 
that·include livestock as·a--major-enterprise tend,.to:.havelower machinery 
· capital, requirements· and plans·withr·cotton as . the ,major enterprise tend 
·· to, have higher machinery captta1':needs , •. Plans at,. (1) base .. prices plus 
· :301 percent· for competing produ·cts and:·cotton prices at <2Q cents, (2) base 
prices for competing products and cotton· prices at 22. cents, and (3) 
base,··prices for competing products· and cotton:26;,4;'. cents can be used 
· for· comparative purposeso. Plan 1 which ts a bu.y..,sell. system requires 
$4;.0:l:5;,6:3 in machinery capital; Plan 2, a plan with peanuts as the major 
. enterprise, requires $4,518034. Plan 3, a plan with cotton as the major 
enterprise, requires $5 ;095 a·~6 in machinery capi taL This is a variation 
' 
between Plans 1 and 3 of about $1, 100. 
· TABLE XVI 
ANNUAL INVESTMENTAND.MACH:INERY CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTIMUM PLANS AT 
FIVE COTTON PRICES ANDc,THREE.·PRICE LEVELS FOR COMPETING PRODUCTS 
Price Levels of Cotton Prices 
··Competing·· Prad11cts ·1 3, 2 '7 6 22 a 26 4 30 B 
Minus· 30 Percent 
Ope rating Capi t:al . 16950.03 14952.69 17880.69 · 17880.69 17880.69 
Machinery Capital 4172.22 3784.64 4606078 4606.78 4606.78 
Base Prices 
Operating Capital 3066L23 . 29941.56 2994L56 20962.45 20962.45 
Machinery Capital 44 72~ 30 4518.34 4518034 5095096 5095.96 
Plus 30 Percent 
Operating Capital 50964.95· 50964.95 50964,,95. 50359.91 49688. 90 
Machinery Capital 4015.63 4015.63 .. LiOl.5.63 4047~54 4017.44 
The· $1,100 figure imp'l:ies that a· farmer· who had ·recently purchased 
new equipment, especiallrrow-crop··equipment, shouldc.weigl) cost and 
return figures very carefullrbefore--making. a decision .to switch to 
.an, organization such .. as wheat or· livestock .. pasture, ... in .which·. there is no 
use· fo:rrrow ... crop equip~nt • 
. There· is a· general tendency· for"machinery: capital. requirements 
within· each of the threerpric~ levels for· competing· products:· to increase 
-as cotton prices increased;: This: should, give· machinery dealers 
indications· on possible··changes· in·: sales and types Qfsales as product 
prices change. 
Total·cash inputs• can"be·derived by· subtracting total machinery 
capital. from total operating .capital:;, The, required cash inputs are 
rather stable for a given··price level. With competing product prices 
at base minus 30 percent, cash inputs range from·$11,200. :to" $12,800 and 
at base prices cash inputs range from··$15;000 to· $26,;lOQ·; ·At prices of 
base. plus 30 percent the range on cash· inputs :if $45;100 to $47 ,100. The 
chigher· capital requirement~·of the latter price leveil.. is· a result of a 
large .stocker cattle operation·;; This may implyt:a substantial credit 
market for some lending,· agencies should livestock· farm numbers increase 
in the areao There may··be· some re~traint of the part of farmers from 
entedng' a stocker calf :,system because. of. the high operating capital 
requirement of this type··of ·organization.and the degree of uncertijinty 
associated ·with this enterpriseo 
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· · A Comparison of Organization·, Resource Require~nts anc;t 
Net Incomes of Two Farm Sizes 
The- description,. of the small farm given in<Chapter II indicated 
that the" representative small farm is· • 4 the . size of the• large farm. 
Soil resource situations and land•-ciass percentages~·are< the ·same for the 
two·. farmsi. The only differences f.nr farm characte:risti.cs .are· in machinery 
requirements and allotment:·.crop levels. 
Tables· XVII through XIX give comparisons of percentage· of cropland 
on each farm used by the various aitemative crops~ Because both farms 
.have·:the·.same-.·amount .. of· operator labor available; it·:is, conceivable 
·that the small farm could have· a more labor:. intensiLve combination of 
enterprises. For example'; mare hand :harvested cotton .. ;could be· ;lncluded. 
· This~.tsi.the case for cottonr·pdces of 13 .. 2. and 17 .. 6.cents where a 
greater percentage of, cropiland. ts used· for .cotton·; production. on the small 
farm than on the large farm.. 
· Tables XVII through'. K[K indicate the degree of closeness with which 
the figures on resource. requirements··, livestock numbers:.,and-·net incomes 
··approximate· the • 4 figure on; stze relationships. 
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A more, complete analysis of oTgan::i:zatton·, net ineome and implications 
·. ts included· in Appendix Chapter B. 
Cotton Supply Estimat~s 
The supply response for cotton on 1 a representative eastem Oklahoma 
farm is estimated at three. gener~J; commodity price levd.s. The cotton 
supply function in Figure 3 was· obtained from the results in which 
cotton price was varied from 13.2 cents to 3008 cents per pound within 
TABLE XVII 
CROPLAND ALLOCATION PERCENTAGES AND SELECTED NON-LAND ITEM COMPARISONS FOR TWO REPRESENTATIVE 
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Small farm results as a percentage of large farms 
.4494 .4048 .4048 .4194:· 
.6167 • 7769 • 7769 • 7798 
.4409 .4209 .4209 .4389 
.4433 .4301 .4301 .4454 





















CROPLAND ALLOCATION PERCENTAGES AND SELECTED NON-LAND ITEM COMPARISONS FOR TWO REPRESENTATIVE 
EASTERN OKLAHOMA PRAIRIE FARM SIZES WHEN PRICES FOR COMPETING PRODUCTS ARE 
AT BASE PRICES ·· MINUS 30 PERCENT 
l3o2 1706 22.0 26.4 '30.8 
Item small large small large small large small large small 
Cotton 011 004 011 .04 .57 .57 .57 .57 .57 
Peanuts 
Wheat .23 .23 .18 .18 .18 .24 .18 .24 .18 
Soybeans .12 · .• 12 
Grain Sorghum 046 .41 046 .41 
Oats 
Alfalfa 
Bermuda .10 "10 005 .04 
Idle Land .10 .10 .20 .21 .25 .19 .25 .19 .25 
Small .farm results as a percentage of large farms 
Cattle .4667 .4285 • 3750 .3750 .3750 
Operator Labor • 7739 • 7963 .8091 .8091 .8091 
Total Capital 04401 .4506 .4199 .4199 .4199 
Annual Capital .4398 .4514 .4290 .4290 .4290 








CROPLAND ALLOCATION PERCENTAGES AND SELECTED NON-LAND ITEM COMPARISONS FOR TWO REPRESENTATIVE 
EASTERN OKLAHOMA PRAIRIE FARM SIZES WHEN PRICES FOR COMPETING PRODUCTS ARE 
AT BASE PRICES PLUS 30 PERCENT 
l3o2 17.6 22o0 26.4 30.8 
Item small large small large small large small large small 
Cotton oll 003 .11 
Peanuts .57 .57 057 .57 057 .57 .47 .54 .47 





Bermuda .25 .25 025 •.• 25 .25 .25 .25 ·. .25 .24 
Small farm results as a percentage of large farm 
Cattle 04049 .4049 .4049 .3861 .3838 
Operator Labor . .5893 .5893 .5893 .7615 .7666 
Total Capital· .4184 .4184 .41·84 .4043 .4001 







Net Income .3963 • 3963 .3963 .3985 .4092 . 
V1 
N 
, each price level of competing products. A discrete function was 
obt.dned as only five cotton prices (13.2, 17.6, 22.0, 26·.4 and 30.8 
cents) were used. However, stability ranges allow estimation of more 
points on the discrete function .. 
Supply With Competing Product Prices at Base Plus 30 Percent 
With competing products at base price plus 30 percent, cotton is 
unable to compete favorably for available resources. At the highest 
cotton price, 3008 cents, only 2.7 percent of the cropland is in 
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Figure 3. Intermediate Ruri Cotton Supply Response at Three Price Levels 
for Competing Products on a Representative Eastern Oklahoma Prairie Soils 
Farm 
Supply With Competing Product Prices at Base 
Cotton assumes a more C~'ll:\Petitive position with competing products 
at base prices. Cotton production is small at prices of 13.2, 17.6. and 
22.0 cents. However, between 22.0 and 26.4 cents per poun4 the supply 
becomes highly elastic and per farm production jumps from 45 cwt. to 
698 cwt (See Figure 3). Stability range limits indicate that much of 
this increase actually occurs at 23. 43 cents. At this price, produc-
tion increases to 539.02 cwt. Available land per farm limit~ cotton 
production to a 698.63 cwt. maximum and, as a result, the supply curve 
becomes .. inelastic at .. all cotton prices greate.r than.26.4. 
Supply With Competing Product Prices at Base Minus 30 Percent 
A decrease in prices for competing products to base prices minus 
30 percent results in a downward shift in the cotton supply curve. 
Alternative crop enterprises become less profitable and cotton becomes 
relatively more profitable at all cotton prices. Supply is relatively 
inelastic for the discrete function up to a price of 18.0 cents. At 
18.0 cents supply increases to 244.94 cwt. The supply curve is highly 
elastic between 17.6 cents and 22.0 cents as production increases from 
49.85 cwt. to 698.63 cwt. Available land again restricts cotton produc-
tion per farm to 698.63 cwt. and causes the curve to become inelastic 
at all prices above 22.0 cents. 
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The preceeding·discussion implies that even though competing product 
prices might fall to a pr:(.ce l~vel of base prices minus 30 percent (16.40 
stocker calves, $0.84 wheat) that very little cotton will be produced 
inthe prairie soils area at cotton prices of less than 18.0 cents per 
pound.· This furnishes information for policymakers interested in 
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comparing inter-regional advantages in cotton production. Supply 
functions also indicate the level to which cotton prices must fall for 
cotton to be replaced by other major enterprises. When competing products 
are at base prices, cotton becomes the major enterprise at 23.43 cents. 
For competing products at base minus 30 percent, this cotton price is 
18 .. 0 cents. 
Net Income .. Effects. of, Inflexihle Organ.i.z.ation Strategies 
Farmers have many reasons for not adjusting to changing prices and 
moving to optimum organization. Personal strategies such as special-
ization of skill and managerial ability in a particular enterprise or 
the purchase of highly specialized machinery and equipment as a result 
of anticipated returns may create inflexibility in organization. For 
example, heavy fixed costs or inability to manage other enterprises can 
re.duce ability to adjust over even a relatively long period. 
Two organizations were chosen as possible strategies farmers in 
eastern Oklahoma might follow. Organizations determined optimum at 
cotton prices of 22.0 cents and 30.8 cents were selected to represent 
the future cotton prices anticipated by a pessimistic farmer and an 
optimistic farmer. To allow study of effects of inflexibility, the 
organizational strategies were held constant and net income determined 
for each organization at the five cotton prices. This procedure was. 
followed for the .three price levels of competing products. Net incomes 
from these two organizational strategies were compared. Net incomes 
were also compared to net income from the optimum organization. 
Competing Products at Base Prices Plus 30 Percent 
Figures from Table XX indicate that at base plus 30 perc,nt prices 
for competing products neither of the two organization strategies gives· 
a net income very different from the maximum possible from ~ptimum 
organization. The strategy {farm plan) for high cotton prices (30.8 
cents) suffers the greatest variation in income'{$547.45). That only 
slight income variation would occur cout4 be predicted as neither 
organization had more than 9. 25 acres of cotton. 
TABLE XX 
INFLUENCE,.OF .TW'O- INFLEXIBLE ST.RATEGIES UPON MAXIMUM.ATTAINABLE 
NET INCOME WHEN COTTON PRICES ARE VARIED 
Price Stratesies 13.2 17.6 22.0 26.4 30,8 
Base Price.Plus.30 Percent 
Optimum Plan 16128.30 16128. 30, 16128.30 16157.15 16296.18 
Plan for 30. 8 Cotton 15748.73 15854.86 16o'21. 00 16157.15 16296.18 
Plan for 22~ 0. Cotton 16128.30 16128.30 16128.30 16128.30 16128.30 
Base Prices 
Optimum Plan 7327.73 7376.78 7573. 99 9649.20 12723.14 
Plan for 3,0.,8 Cotton 427.35 3501.30 6575.25 9649.20 12723.14 
- Plan for 22. 0 Cotton 7130. 52 7376.78 7573.99 7771.21 7968.41 
Base Prices.Minus.30 Percent 
Optitnum Plan 1732.54 1944.67 4711. 60 - 7785.55 10859.49 
Plan for 30.8 Cotton -1436.30 1637.65 4 711. 60 7785.55 10859.49 
Plan for 22.0 Cotton -1436.30 1637.65 4711.60 7785.55 10859.49 
Competing Products at Base Prices 
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Choice ,of organizational strategies has a much more pronounced effect 
when base prices for competing products are used and the two organizational 
strategies are compared. The farmer planning on 22.0 cent cotton and using 
that inflexible strategy assuming 22.0 cent cotton would only have income 
variation of $837.08. However, if _cotton prices were expected to stay 
above 23.5 cents the strategy of assuming 30.8 cent cotton, while having 
greater income vatiability, would give much higher returns ov~r time 
(See Figure 4). If cotton prtces were expected to be in the' low range,, 





















Cot ton Price 
(cents per pound) 
Figure 4. Income From Three Organization Strategies 9 Competing Products 
at-Base Pdces 
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Competing Products at Base Prices Minus 30 Percent 
·'' 
At base minus 30 percent prices for competing products the two 
inflexible organization strategies have identical effects on net income.· 
Both organizations are the. same as the one determined optimum for all 
cotton prices greater than 22 cents. The only drastic income effect 
occurs at the very low cotton price of 13.2 cents where income 
disparity between possible income from optimum organization and the 
















r c-22 cent and 
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Figure 5. Income from Three Organization Strategies, Competing Product 
Prices at Base Minus 30 Percent 
CHAPTER V 
OPTIMUM LIVESTOCK FARM QRGANTZATIQ.NS AND BEEF SUPPLY PD.TEN.TIA.LS 
Eastern Oklahoma farllters are enthusiastic about the possibilities 
of the area as a major beef produciµg areao Inte);'est in livestock-
bermuda grass systems is high and this interest has manifested itself 
in the form of action on the part of some farmers. Re~ords show 
that bermuda grass acres sprigged in the past five years averages 
about 4,000 acres arnmally in Muskogee, Okmulgee, and Bryan counties. 
To fill information gaps concerning productivity of bermuda and 
livestock gains on bermuda, the Eastern Oklahoma Pasture S.tation was 
established and fertiliz\';lr demonstration plots have been initiated. 
Economic data are needed to answer questions concerning (1) recovery 
of the high establishment cost of bermuda, {2) effects of changes in 
general livestock prices upon livestock farm net incomes and (3) most 
profitable production practices under different econm.nic conditions. 
Such economic information. is indispensible to farmers' considering a 
shift from crop to livestock> farming since the change necessitates 
initial commitment of·large sums of money and ties up: resources for 
an indefinite time period. Land planted to bermudar: cannot be easily 
removed from production and returned,. to cash crops, 
Only livestock-pasture .systems are examined in this chapter. All 
cash crop activities are excluded as poi;sible alternatives. Eig4t 
production practice levels for bermu~a. wheat pasture, and rye-vetch 
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pasture are the ''crops" included. Livestock activities used are 
those .listed in Tables V and VI~ Pages 13 and 14. 
TABLE XXI 
ASSUMED ANNUAL.AVERAGE.PRICE FOR THREE LIVESTOCK CLASSES 
: AT EIGHT PRICE LEVELS 
Pd ce Leve ls · 
Class and Grade .,.30 ..,..20 -10 Base +10 +20 +30 
. (Prices in dollars per cwt.) . 
Calves 
Good and Choice °H{.91 19 .33 21. 75 24.17 26.59 29.01 31.43 
· Steers, 500 lbs. . . :: : ~ 
and less 
Steers: 
Good l.5.95 17.09 19.23 21.37 23.51 25.65 27.79 
500-800 lbs. 
Cows: 
Utility ij.77. 11.16 12.55 13.94 15.33 16. 72 18.11 
Variable Pricing Analysis 
The variable pricing· appttoa-c;:h to livestock-pasture production 
analysis has application when determining livestock supply, optimum 
pasture production practtces fQr different livestock pdces and the 






The effects of price changes from base prices of plus or minus 10 
pe:rcent.,. plus or millUS kO percent.j) plus or minus '30 percent ~nd plus 
40 p,ercen.t: upon prontabi-l.i-ty and op~imufl:!, organ:.i,.zation are examined for 
both cw,i,-calf and buy-se'll operations) Livestock prices in this chapter 
1The·~elected percent price variation is arbitrary, but in line 
with relevant ranges of· futm:·e Uves,tock prices. 
assume· a, $24.17 per hund:r:ed ave-rage annual price for· 450 pound good-
choice stocker calves (See Table XXI). 
Livestock Production at tase .. Prices Minus 30 Percent 
At very low cattle prices crop:land is idle and the 277 AUM' s 
of grazing available fr:om native pasture on the representative farm 
is utilized by 18 units of the cow.a.calf activity P34., Net income is 
$992.15" Capital requirement is $4,517.37 and 208.67 hours of labor 
are required. 
Stability ranges2 indicate that an increase of $0.,02 in beef cows 
revenue,; less than 0001 cents. per pound, or a hermuda cos.t. decrease of 
$0: .. 004 i,er acre would result tn 55 cows, 33 steers and 310.5 acres of 
bermuda entering the optimum basis~ The bermuda would use production 
practice level I~ net income would decrease $L22,, and operating 
capital requirements would increase $26,61L20o The very small decrease 
in net income from that determined under the optimum plan could be 
interpre,ted to indicate that farmers who already have bennuda pasture 
and a cow herd would not change tntga.nization at. the .very low cattle 
prices, but would only app,l:y the low level of production practices. 
This also indicates that livestock p:dces must fall to ,approximately 
base pt:ices minus 30 percent before a farmer who had decided to abandon 
cash c:rop farming and go to livestock farming would have no incentive to 
at least have a stand of be,Jt:muda: on the abandoned croplando 
2Appendix Tables: A XX.IX through AX.XVI give stability ranges for 
plans in. this chaptet\o 
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l:J;em ___ -· Unit 
Bermuda 
1 aI• acre 
Bermuda a!II acre 
Bermuda a VJ acr~ 
Bermuda bl :acre 
Bermuda bIIl acre 
Bermuda bVI acre 
Bermuda cI acre 
Bermuda dt acre 
:Ri=frmuds dIII ,acre 
Beef cows 'head 
Beef stockers head 
Total beef lbs., 
prodttced 
Qperator labor hrs~ 
Hired labor hrs. 
Total capital doL 
Annual capi ta1 dol. 
Returns to doL 




OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS, ALL LIVESTOCK ACTIVITIES INCLUDED, 
EASTERN OKLAHOMA PRAIRIE SOILS RESOURCE SITUATION 
· Price Level~,. 
-30 , ... 21.; -10 Ba§-e '--"- - ~ +to +20 +JO 
5L75 5L75 
5L75 51.75 51.75 
51.75 
207 .oo 207.00 
201~00 207 .oo 207.00 
207.00 
5L75 51.75 51. 75 51.75 51.75 51. 75 
34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 
34.50 
18.0 73.0 
33.0 239.0 324.0 324.0 324.0 478.0 
8, 100.,,0 43,-641.0 18,153.0 105 ,948.0 105,948.0 105,948~0 · 156~306.0 











4,517.37 26~611;20 36,624.95 53,283.40 56,695.40 60,107 0 71 97,478.32 102,530.37 
4,407~27 25,221~66 31,183.51 43,44L46 47,660.6-6 50-,502064 80, 77L 16 84,981.20 
392~15 1,153.00 2, 117 .56 ::s ,653-. 49 5,321.80 b,990.10 9,056.79 11,541.82 
laefe·r to Table IV, Page 12 for explanation of bero;11.l,,da activity symbols. °' !'-' 
Ltvestock Production,at Base P:rtces Minus 20 Percent 
. At lives tock prices of bas.e mtnus 20 per~ent, all Ca, Cb and Cc 
eropland .can be planted to .bet?muda., Only the lowes . .t level of production 
practices is profitable... P·as.ture ·est:ablishment on .the 34 .5 acres of Cd 
cropland is not profitable. Se'1en,ty three. units of spring calving 
cows P34 and 33 head of s.tockers P46 use the pas,tu~e,.., Net income is 
$11,-153.,00't capital requiremen,t is $26·,611.20 and labor requirements is 
1155 .. 99 hours {See Table XXII) • 
. S.tabiUty ranges indicate tha·t slight increas.es in revenue per 
unit .from cows or sligh.t deereas,es in revenue per unit from steers 
would give a plan with more cows and fewer steers., In fact,. cow numbers 
could be increases to. 86 head .and all steers elimi,nated and net return 
would decrease by only $4.93. 
:I.tvestoek Production at B:ase Price Minus 10 Percent 
Lt is profitable to put a-11 cropland to bermuda at cattle prices of 
·base mlnus 10 percent •. The lower bermuda practice level i.s the most 
profitable'o The buy~seU steer ae.tt:vity is the only livestock activity 
included wi:th 239 steers. in the bas.is,, No cows are included in this 
optimum plan. This indicates t!bat: the· relative diMe·rences in costs and 
' 
returns from steers changes. more than it does from eows as prices rise. 
This iLs :,ecause there are more- f-ixed costs associated with cows. The 
p:l:an ~equires 58 more hours' o.f labo<r (1214.03 hours) than the previous 
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organization. Net income· in-creases by $964.56 to $3,653.49 and $36,624.95 
of capi,t~l is required {Table XXII). 
The stability range on s.tocker $teers indicates that a drop in 
revenue pPl' µp.:O: o~ $1.21 would. aUeiw· 66 head of s,pdng calving cows P37 
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to e.n.te~ the plan. An inc.re.as.e e,f $ .• 30 in revenue per. unit from s.tocker 
steers wou,ld make production practiee level III on bermuda more profi tab l~ 
than level I and allow nine mo:t"e .sto,cker steers t:o enter the basis. 
Livestock Production at Base Prt·ees ~ Base Prices P,lus 10 Percent, and 
Bas·e Price Plus 20 Percent 
An increase in livestock prices ·to base prices allows use of higher 
levels of. production on the be.mnuda and as a resul.t 85 mare stocker-
steen P46 enter the optimum plan (See Table XXII), At this price 
level, the use of fertilizer and improved techn.ology in bermuda estab-
Ushmen-t and maintenance become profitable. Producti.on practice levels 
!Ii and VIII on Ca and eb land a:re absolute substitutes for each other 
at this price leve 1. 
No organizational change results as cattle. prices are increased 
above base prices by either 10 o.r 20 percent. Net income and total 
operating capital are the only fa·ctors affected by t:he price level 
changes 4. Table XXIII gives the changes. 
·TABLE XXIII 
CHANGES IN NET INCOME . AND OPERA:lrING CAPITAL FOR A GIVEN ORGANIZATION 















Plus 20 Percent 
$ 6 ,990 .10 
60, 107. 71 
Livestock Production at Base Prices Plus 30 Percent and Plus l10 Percent 
Cattle prices at base plus 30 percent gives a new organization, 
Higher levels of production practices allows the bermuda to carry 154 
additional steers P46. A total of 478 ste'.'ers. is in the plan (See Table 
XXII). Practice level VI is .. the most profitable bermuda.activity on 
Ca and Cb land. However, on Ca land,.practice.leveLVIII is equally 
profitable and could be substituted. for practice. VL. Net income would 
be $9;056.79 under either.organization. Capital requirement is 
$97,478.32. The organization requires 1917.18 hours of labor of which 
629.01 hours are hired. This price level is the first level at which 
it is profitable to hire additional labor. 
Another 10 percent rise in prices to base plus 40 (450# 
calves at 32.79) has no effect upon organization. Net income increases 
to $11,542.82 and operating capital required to $102,530.37. Use of 
the budgeting technique and stability ranges indicate that this 
,. ,.·., I ·•j·•') 
'' 
organization will remain constant until steer prices reach base plus 
41.4 percent (33.13 cents per cwt. for 750 u;. steers). 
Effects of Changing Prices Upon Livestock Production With Cows as the 
Only Alternative 
In. the previous section, steers proved to be more profitable than 
cows at most price levels. To allow a comparison between buy-sell and 
cow-calf organizations, optimum plans (See Tab le XXIV) were determined 
at all price levels for the representative farm when only cows were 
allowed to .enter the basis. Such a comparison·. is valuable since beef 
herds are very popular with eastern Oklahoma farmers currently special-


































OPTIMUM F-ARM ORGANIZATION, ONLY cow,.,CALF ACTIVITIES INCLUDED, 
EASTERN OKLAH0MA PRA..'.:RIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Pri-ce ·Levels 
.... -.. ;.--"~. .. -., ... 
-30 ·=20 -10 Base +rn +20 
5L75 · 5L.57 51. 75 
::;L75 51.75 
207.;0 207 oO 20700 
20700 207.0 
5L 75 5L75 51.75 51.75 51. 75 
34 •. 50 34.50 '34.50 34c50 
18.0 86~0 92,,0 92.0 124.0 12400 
8,100.0 38,700.0 41,40000 41~400.C 55.800.0 55;800c0 
208067 1, 160 .. 63 1,247.34 1,247,,Jii 1.,703 0 07 1,70.3.67 
4,517.37 Z5,15l.1.5 27p716012 279716012 38,132.70 38.1.32.70 
4,40}._27 24i 9UL,06 26., 7Rg. 7? 26,789.,72 36,186.54 36~186.54 
392015 110148,07 1,,967033 2,,82£,,,50 3, 763.97 . 4!927049 










36 ~ 186 • .'ii· 
6,09le01 
°' 0\ 
Results on ·total pounds of beef produc:e.<l·:per. farm are presented ..... 
in Tab le XXV. Total beef produced is much' less from cow-calf at most 
price levels and this fact is reflected in net income. For example, 
at prices of base and above the steer plan returns appredably more 
net income than the cow-calf system (Se~· Fig~±'~ 6). 
TABLE XXV 
POUNDS OF BEEF PRODUCED PER FARM FROM OPTIMUM ORGANIZATIONS ALLOWING ALL 
COW-CALP AND BUY-SELL ACTIVITIES AND-OPTIMUM ORGANIZATIONS 
ALLOWING ONLY COW-CALF ACTIVITIES 
Activities Allowed 
in Basi.s -30 -20 -10 Base +10 +20 +30 -·--
Cow-Calf Only 8100 38700 41400 ' . 41'~00'';,tt 55800 55800 55800 
Both Cow-Calf 3100 436ltl 78153 1059!+8 105948 105948 156306 
and Buy-Sell 
----
Operating capital requirements are much lower for the cow-calf 
organization at all price levels above base prices minus: 1() percent (See 
Figure 6), Thi.s might hold considerable appeal to farmers wanting to 
avoid heavy capital commitments or to those farmers unable to get control 
of the operating capital and buy-se 11 operation demands o At the base 
plus 30 percent _price level~ the cow-·calf system requires 2ll1~ 11 hours 
less labor per year than the steer system. 
Effects of Changes i.n Factors Affecting Relative Profit.ability 
Although a buy-·sell system is more. profitable on pica:i.rie soil 
farms than a cow-calf system at prices greater than base minus 20 

























Livestock Price Levels 
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Figure 6: Net Income and Capital Requirements for Optimum Organizations 
for All Livestock Activities and Optimum Organizations for Only Cow-Calf 
Activities, Representative Prairie Soil Resource Situation 
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expected from a buy-sell organization. · These questions. arise because the 
end product (eg. a 750 pound steer) from a b~y7sell system is less 
flexible and prone to greater per pound price fluctuations than that from 
a cow-calf system. The farm .. manager, ttr~fcffti~, needs information on 'the 
effects of-t changes· in the relative prices of 450 pound calves (the product 
of a cow-calf system) and 750 pound stockers (the product of a buy-sell 
system) upon profitability and selection of op·timum organization. For 
example, how much could 750 pound stocker prices decrease to make the 450 
calves (cow-calf system) profitable? 
Price per pound of 750 pound stockers was decreased by constant 
percentages, 450 pound calf prices constant at base prices, until some 
buy-sell stockers were replaced by cows, thus determining the point where 
steers were no longer absolutely dominate over cows. At a steer price of 
base price minus five percent, 66 cows replaced 257 steers. At base 
prices minus eight percent, buy-sell stockers were replaced by a cow 
herd (92 head). Prices of 750 pound steers relative to prices of 450 
pound calves can change by as much as seven percent and some buy-sell 
steers profitably can be included in the optimum plan, However, the 
current price relationship must change by five percent before cows can 
be competitive with steers. 
To test the importance of the previous statement, historical pr:l,ce 
relationships between 4.50 pound calves and 750 pound steers were obtained 
for· the years 1939 to 1963. The average price ratio (P450/P750) for 
the 25 year period was 1.109 and the range was 1.036 to 1.212. A five 
percent decrease in 750 pound steer prices gives a ratio of 1.168. Only 
two of the 2.5 years had a relative price ratio greater than 1.168. Thus, 
the programming results appear quite stable with respect to possible beef 
price relationships in different years. 
Effects of factors other than price such as, disease, death 
itlcid.ence, poor management, rates of gain, hereditary factors, feed 
additives and innovations upon relative profitability of steers and 
C0""1S may be studied by using the relative price change analysis. The 
use of equation (1) will facilitate the analysis. 
(1) Cj = PjY - pj Y - V 
Cj = net returns above cash costs from buy-sell steer 
Pj = sale price per cwt. 
Y • selling weight of steer (in cwt.) 
pj = purchase price per cwt. 
Y = purchase weight of steer (in cwt.) 
V = variable cash costs 
Cj in equation (1) is the return to a unit of steers above cash 
costs, including the cost of the steer. Clearly, a decrease in Pj or Y, 
or an increase in pj or V will decrease Cj. Earlier in this section Pj 
was changed. Now the effects of the Pj changes are interpreted as 
possible p j, Y or V changes with a constant Pj. 
'i/0 
Inserting the appropriate numerical values for selling price, selling 
weight, purchase price, purchase weight and variable cash costs into the 
equation (1) gives a figure for returns above cash costs at base prices. 
Cj = 21.27 (7.77) - 23.42 (4.50) - 18.44 = 41.44 
This equation contains two of the major variables (price and 
variable costs) affectin~ net revenue. The third, gain~ m~y be obtained 
by letting (Y - Y) = G (total gain). This gives the equation 
Cj = PjG + (T'jY - pJY) ... v 
Effects of any one of the variables u~on net income may be analyzed 
by holding all variables, except the variable of concern, constant. 
The Cj of $32.68 obtained for stocker s~eers P43 when cow-calf 
prices were held at base and steer prices decreased by five percent 
can be explained by changing Pj by five percent $21.35 to $20.18. 
Cj = 20.18 (3.27) + [20.18 (4.50) - 23.42 (4.50)] - 18.42 = 32.68 
To determine the percent decrease in steer gains that would have 
the same effect on net income as a five percent price decrease, the 
Pj value is held at base price. Since the Cj value is known, the only 
unknown is G. The equation is 
32.86 = 21.24 G [21.24 (4.50) - 23.42 (4.50)] - 18.64 
21.24G - 32.86 = 9.81 + 18.64 
G = 2.88 
Thus, a 12 percent decrease in gain (from 327 pounds down to 288 
pounds) can have the same effect upon net returns above cash costs as a 
five percent price drop. Such a decrease in steer gains might be inter-
preted as resulting from poor. pasture conditions, lower rates of gain 
than used in the study, or decreased pasture carrying capacity per acre 
for steers. For example, steer gains on bermuda commonly show a substantial 
drop in July and Augusto Thi.s decrease in gainability could be absorbed 
by the 12 percent decrease in total gaino 
Changes in variable cos ts could be analyzed by the procedure used 
above. If cattle prices and variable costs change together, effects of 
joint changes may also be estimated. 
The assignment of probability values to the possible changes in 
any variable would allow lnvestigation of the effects of the given 
variable upon income stability. 
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Earlier in this chapter net incomes from optimum organization at 
base livestock prices indicated $3,653.49 could be earned from buy-sell 
steers and $2~826.50 from a cow·-calf operation. t1any farmers would not be 
satisfied with these incomes and might desire information on possibilities 
for expanding their operation to increase net income, The alternatives 
available are to either get more intensive or more extensive. One method 
of getting more acres would be to rent additional land, A farmer could add 
cropland, native pasture, or an aggregatel of cropland, pasture and waste. 
Assuming that available acres of each of the three types of pasture land 
are available> one can determine the amount a farmer with a representative 
.520 acre farm would pay for an additional acre of cropland, 
Table XX:VI lists the maximum amount a farmer adding an additional 
acre of each of the three pasture types to the already existing 520 acres 
on the representative farm could afford to pay. For example, at base 
livestock prices, $5.93 could be paid for an additional acre of cropland. 
The $5 o 93 price ls a break-even price and would add nothing to net income. 
However, if cropland could be rented for less than $5.93 then there would 
be an opportunity to i.ncrease net 1.ncome and thus~ a pressure to increase 
farm size. 
Data on Table XXVI indicates that as beef prices rise an additional 
ac:ce of land is more and more valuable. The amount one could pay for 
cropland increases :relatively faster than for pasture becmise it is 
influenced by both higher price levels and the poss:iblity of utilizing 
crop.land more :intensively, thus producing more A.UN's of g1·azing. Pasture 
1contalns cropland, pasture and waste in r:ep:tesenl atlve proportions. 
TABLE XXVI 
MAXIMUM PRICES THAT COULD BE PAID FOR ADDITIONAL ACRE OF RENTED LAND OF 
THREE CLASSES AT EIGHT BEEF PRICE LEVELS 
...,. :: 
Beef Price Shadow Price for Renting 
Levels 
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Crop 1 and ...Q!l.!y_ Native Pasture Only_. Aggregate 1 
-30 0 L 70 .61 
-20 .28 L81 • 80 
-10 3.97 J.23 3.31 
Base 5o93 3.90 4.61 
+10 10.05 4.97 7.23 
+20 14.18 6.04 9.85 
+30 16. 32 6.64 11.23 
+40 22.81 7.70 ,15 .14 
1Assumes an acre of land includes cropland classes, pasture and waste 
in same proportions as given in Table III. 
l;:i.nd value increases at a slower rate because only beef prices affect 
its shadow price. The relationship between native pasture shadow prices 
and cropland shadow prices, with increasing beef prices~ is as expected, 
but may be misleading due to possible large di.fferences in price for an 
acre of each type of pasture. This analysis looks strictly at the demand 
price for pasture and says nothing about supply or supply prices. Also, 
even though one could afford to pay more. for cropland than for native pasture 
or the aggregate, the cropland could conceivably be less profitable due 
to differences in rental rates. 
As beef prices increase, the alternative of adding land to increase 
beef production by the extensive route should be compared with the 
alternative of increasing beef by intensive use of cropla.ndc The fact that 
land shadow prices in the programs increase suggests that at some point 
the supply price for additional land may be less than the marginal value. 
product of an additional acre of rental land. As a result, the extensive 
rather than the intensive expansion route would be followed. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study is part of a southern regional study on fai·m 
adjustment opportunities. Alternative adjustments for prairie 
soils farms with at least one of the allotment crops (cotton, peanuts, 
and wheat) were analyzed in this part of the study. The basic purpose 
was to evaluate farming adjustments and to analyze the level and 
combination of livestock and crop enterprises and the resulting net 
incomes from alternative plans. 
Three of the more pressing problems were selected for this study. 
The first problem required an examination of organizational stability 
and profitability of alternative short-run farm plans. The second 
problem was intermediate-run in nature and application and required 
analyzing the effects of changing relative cotton and competing 
product prices upon individual farm organization and net income as 
well as area cotton supply potential. Effects of beef cattle price 
level changes upon organization (especially production practice levels 
on bermuda), net incomes, and individual farm beef production (area 
supply potential implicit) was the thi.rd problem considered. 
Two farm sizes containing cropland, pasture and waste in represent-
ative proportions were specified as the basic units for analysis. The 
farm sizes used are representative of a farm requiring a four-plow 
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tractor and machinery complement and one requiring two plow tractor 
and equipment. Available operator labor, levels of technology and 
management and prices consistent with each resource situation were 
specified. Custom harvesting was assumed on all crops except hand 
harvested cotton and pasture crops. Activity budgets for relevant 
crop and livestock alternatives were developed with emphasis on 
pasture crops and pasture using livestock activities. 
Linear programming was used to determine optimum organization 
and net incomes within several price and/or restriction frameworks. 
Additional budgeting was used in parts of the analysis to allow 
examinati,on of opportunity costs and other effects of non-optimal 
organization. 
The short-run analysis (using current prices and fixed land 
acreage) in Chapter III gave organizational requirements and net 
incomes from alternative farm plans. A deletion process was used to 
allow examination and comparison of several possible farm plans and 
to determine a profitability ranking among included activities. With 
the given price and resource conditions, peanuts was determined the 
most pr~fitable enterprise. Cotton was second most profitable and 
wheat third. These three crops were removed one at a time from the list 
of admissible alternative activities. As each was removed, net 
income was appreciably reduced. Removal of soybeans, oats, alfalfa 
and grain sorghum did not affect net income nearly as much, although 
organization was appreciably affected. 
After all cash crops were eliminated through the deletion process~ 
a livestock pasture plan determined optimum for given conditions was 
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derived. It was the least profitable of any of the alternative plans 
examined. In addition, it had one of the highest labor requirements 
and by far the highest capital requirement. 
Among the cash croµ plans, those plans that had one or both of the 
cotton and peanut activities had the heaviest operating capital 
requirements. Plans including cotton had the highest labor require-
ments and plans with row-croµs had greater machinery capital require-
ments than those in which small grains predominated. 
Stability ranges were used to determine how much price coefficients 
could change before a given organization. would change. In the case 
of µlans containing alfalfa, oats and/or soybeans, a small coefficient 
change appreciably altered organization. It would be necessary, 
therefore, for a farmer with a different set of coefficients than those 
specified to. make necessary adjustments. 
The variable pricing approach was used in Chapter IV to 
investigate the relative competitive position of cotton, as its price 
varies between 13. 2 and 30. 8 cents per pound and prices of the other 
crops are set at different levels. Results of this intermediate-run 
analysis indicate that at base prices minus 30 percent for competing 
products that cotton is competitive at all cotton prices greater than 
18 cents per pound. At base prices for competing products, cotton 
price must be above 23.43 cents for cotton to remain competitive. With 
competing products at base prices plus 30 percent, cotton can scarcely 
compete, even at a cotton price as high as 30.8 cents per poundo With 
price levels for competing products at base prices minus 30 percent and 
at base prices, cotton, peanuts and wheat were the most profitable 
activities. Peanuts is the important crop when cotton price is less 
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than 18 cents and competing products are base prices minus 30 percent, 
(23.43 cent cotton at base prices) then cottom becomes the major crop. 
Wheat was almost always the most prof:!. tab le non-row-crop. At competing 
product prices of base plus 30 percent, farm pl.3.ns emphasizing livestock 
production were derived. .As mentioned, cotton was non-competiti.ve at this 
price level, however, peanuts and wheat were very important enterprises. 
There were several organizational peculiad ties in the 15 
intermediate-run optimum plans. Fir.st, in no case was it profitable 
to hire labor in addi ti.on to that furnished by the operator. Secondly, 
machinery capital differences for the various programs were not very 
significant; although, the greater the percentage of cropland in row-
crops, the greater were the machinery capital requirements. Thirdly, 
the greater the number of units of livestock, especially buy-sell 
activities, the greater tha operating cap:i.tal requirements. 
Results from the examination of effects of inflexible organi-
zation indicated that farmers who specialize in cotton production are 
on pretty safe ground as long as cotton price is above .23.43 cents per 
pound and prices of competing products are at base prices or lower. 
The last part of the study dealt specifically with the organi-
zat:l.on and net income differences of several alternative livestock-
pasture plans. The variable pricing approach was used to determine 
di.fferences in optimum organization as cattle pr:l.ces ranged .from base 
prices minus 30 percent to base prices plus 40 percent and all livestock 
activities were allowed to enter the optimum solutiono The same 
procedure was used to determine optimum plans using only cow-calf 
activities. The resulting information indicated that steers were 
7R 
relatively more profitable than cows at prices of base minus 10 percent 
and higher. The stocker steer activity Pl~6 was always the steer activity 
most profitable. The removal of the steer P46 activity reduced maximum 
attainable income by $500 to $1,000 with the reduction being least at 
the lower beef prices and increasing as beef prices increased. At 
prices below base, the activity P46 is replaced by cows P37. Steers P45 
replace P46 at base prices and above. Other results indicate that the 
higher the livestock price level the more intensive the bermuda produc-
tion practices that were profitable. Mai.ntenance or very low levels 
of production practices were the most profitable practices if prices 
were at base or lower. 
A comparison of cow-calf and buy-sell plans showed operating 
capital requirements much less for cows than for steers. Total pounds 
of beef produced was less for cows and resulting net returns from cows 
was about one third less for cows at all price levels above base prices. 
Effects of changes in the factors that can affect relative 
profitability of cows and steers were examined. A decrease of five 
percent in steer prices, cow-calf prices held at base, resulted in a 
price situation in which cows were more competitive with steers. However, 
historical price data for the past 25 years indicates that steer prices 
have varied from the base cow-steer price relationship by greater 
than five percent in only two years. These statistics lend confidence 
to the previously stated proposition that steers are generally more 
profitable per acre. 
A twelve percent decrease in gain was determined to have the same 
effect on profitability as a five percent price decrease. Poor pasture 
conditions, disease and heavy death losses could also affect profitability, 
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Refinements and Additional Work 
It was necessary to eliminate several important area adjustment 
problems in order to keep this study within managable proportions. 
The short-run analysis could be made more inclusive by adding more 
cattle activities and activities for other types of livestock and 
then examining a greater number of alternative plans. Additional 
allotment alternatives also might be examined. 
Intermediate-run problems needing study are (1) problems of 
various price-allotment relationships, (2) effects of changing input 
demand upon rural town economics, (3) a more "in depth" examination 
of area supply potential for crops other than cotton, and (4) an 
examination of the areas' competitive position in the production of 
various livestock and cash crop products. Attention could also be 
given to interest rate which could change as a result of uncertainty 
or general changes in the credit market. Interest rate information 
would be especially useful for the intermediate-run analysis of this 
study with competing products at base prices plus 30 percent. 
The most important long-run problem facing many farmers is the 
one concerning preservation of an "adequate" standard of living as the 
margin between costs and returns gets smaller. Since expanding 
production is one means of increasing income, the effects of 
intensive versus extensive expansion should be examined in greater 
detail. A more complete and exhaustive treatment on prices a farmer 
could afford to pay when either renting or purchasing land would also 
be valuable. 
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TABLE A, I 
SHORT-RUN AND,INl'ERMEDfilATE-RUN:PRICES FOR C~OPS: 
PRAIRIE .. ,SOIL.RESOURCE SITUATION 
.. Ite111 .. .· .. Unit 
Alfalfa tOI\., 
Cot top cwt. 





11958-62 average.adJusted for area 




















_}Price in field, .Add .... $2;.40 . ,per·:ton to get value .. in the barn 
(+Approximate 1963'.:':!64;:..support price 
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... TABLE- A~' ·II .. • 
ASSUMED PRICES PAID AND RECEIVED BY FARMERS, 










Alfalfa lb • 
Broomcorn . lb. 
Rye bu. 
CustolI!, rates: 
Mechanical strip cotton cwt. 
Defoliate cotton acre 
Haul, gin, wrap cotton cwt. 
Combine peanuts lb. 
Dig-shake peanuts acre 
Haul and dry peanuts lb. 
Combining: 
Wheat, Oats, ~nd Grain Sorghum acre 
Soybeans acre 
Hauling: 
Wheat and Oats bu • 
. _ Grain Sorghum bu. ' . . Soybeans bu. 
Mow, rake, bale alfalfa bale 
Threshing-broomcorn ton 
Baling broomcorn ton 
Hoeing (custom) acre 
























10.00 + labor 
13.50 + labor 
3.00 
.30 
TABLE A~ II ' (Continued) 
Item 




Lime (custom applied) 




























































334 . 00 
.003 
aThese price assumptions are not to be interpreted as predictions 
of prospective prices. 












n c <: ...... 
TABLE A, III 
ASSUMED PRICES FOR CALVES AND STEERS BY MONTHS, SOUTHCENTRAL AND 
EASTCENTRAL OKLAHOMA, BASED ON OKLAHOMA CITY MARKET 
2 o::1 Monthly Average Yearly 
l'1 ..... 
·Ill Ill Class aod Grade ,Tan. Feb, Mar, Apr, May Jun. July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec •. Average 
j-1 ?,' ..... 
~ ~ Calves: 
0 
::i Ill 




.. (I) ..... 
O j-1 
Good and Choice 
Steers, 500 lbs. 
and less 
23.64 24.37 25.02 25.26 24. 97 24.73 24.20 24.12 24.03 23.42 23.23 23.08 24.17 
~~·Heifers, 500 lbs. 21.64 22.37 23.02 23.26 22.97 22.73 22.20 22.12 22.03 21.42 21.23 21.08 22.17 
~ • and less 
0 :.:: a Ill 
ll)i-'c ·1· ?,' ows, uti 1. ty 
C/l (D 




q ~ Good, 500-800 
::i '"d lbs. 
I-'- c 
<: O' 





'-4 p.. .. 
p.. 
1-1 Ill 
'° rt °' Ill N" 









TABLE A, IV 
OPTIMUM SHORT~RUN FARM ORGANIZATIONS, ALL ENTERPRISES IN PROGRAM, 
REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenqe/unit (+) 
or 
Activity Unit Level Stability Range Cost[tinit . -!-l 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crop: 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -28.46 to 10.21 -22.59 
PSl Peanuts acre 41.40 -73.81 to a -71.47 
P52 Peanuts acre 142.83 -75. 81 to 67.29 -69.47 
P54 Wheat acre 51. 75 -33.16 to 5.11 -22.45 
P49 Cotton (hand) acre 12.42 -33.50 to 20.30 -31. 32 
PSS Wheat acre 51. 75 -31. 38 to a -22.31 
P25 Berriiuda acre 34.50 - 4.61 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P43 Buy-Sell head 26.0 21. 37 to 29.92 25.06 
P44 Buy-Sell head 39.0 16.97 to 22.44 21.05 
P39 Spring calf head 30.0 72.18 to 84.06 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 43.48 24.39 to 31.31 29.50 
P76 Wheat bu. 2877. 30 1.44 to 2. 71 1.65 
P79 Peanuts cwt. 2160.01 9.85 to 11.95 10.40 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 30,947.57 .1652 to .0513 0.06 
Annual dol. 21,283 . 39 .0953 to 0.0 0.0 
Returns to Land, dol. 14,370.56 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
8Limited by land restrictions. 
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TABLE A, V 
OPTIMUM SHORT RUN FARM ORGANIZATION, ALL ENTERPRISES IN PROGRAM 
EXCEPT COTTON, REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit (+) 
or 
Activiti Unit Level StabilitI Range . Cost/unit (-), 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crop: 
P53 Wheat acre 10. 35 -28.82 to 10.00 -22.59 
PS4 Wheat acre 51. 75 -33.22 to 4.90 -22 . 45 
PSS Wheat acre 51.75 -31.44 to a -22.31 
PSl Peanuts acre 41.4 -104.06 to a -71.47 
P52 Peanuts acre 155.25 -96.82 to a -69.47 
P27 Bermuda acre 34.5 - 4.65 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P43 P.uy-Sell head 28.0 21. 37 to 29.18 25.06 
P44 Buy-Sell head 41.0 17.64 to 21.96 21.05 
P39 Spring calf head 30.0 72.81 to 84.63 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Wheat bu. 2877. 30 1.42 to 2.70 1.65 
P76 Peanuts cwt. 2302.87 8.02 to 2762.86 10.40· 
Ca.r:ital Requirements: 
Total dol. 31,645.74 -.1720 to -.0542 - 0. 06 
Annual dol. 21,622.90 -.1028 to o.o o.o 
Returns to Land dol. 14,148. 42 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
aLimited by land restriction. 
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TABLE A, VI 
. OPTIMUM SHORT.RUN.FARM ORGANIZATION, ALL ENTERPRISES IN PROGRAM 
EXCEPT PEANUTS, REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit (+) 
or 
ActivitI Unit Level StabilitI Range Ca11tlun1t· .. (-l 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crop: 
P48 Cotton (machine) acre 41.40 ""'.57.34 to a -56.83 
PS3 Wheat acre 10.35 -28.32 to 1.66 -22.59 
P49 Cotton (hand) acre 14.00 -31.80 to -26.60 -31. 32 
PSO Cotton (machine) acre· 141.25 -60.29 to -55.09 ".'"55.57 
PSS Wheat acre 51.75 -31. 36 to a -22.31 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 - 4.60' to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P39 Spring calf head 31.0 71.96 to 83.86 74.04 
P44 Buy-Sell head 2.0 16. 77 to 27.61 21.05 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 698.62 23.41 to 9102.23 29.50 
P76 Wheat bu. 2877.30 1.445 to 2.469 1.65 
~apital Requirements: 
Total dol. 21,142.22 -16.50 to -.0503 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 16 ,340.03 -.0939 to 0.0 0.0 
Retums to Land, dol. 13,107.85 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
8 Limited by land restriction. 
;,·· 
TABLEA~ VII 
OPTIMUM SHORT RU.N FARM ORGANIZATION, ALL EN':BE~PRISES IN PROGRAM EXCEPT 





ActivitI Unit Level Stabili t}!'. Range ,,Cor:1tJunit d-l 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat acre 51. 75 -26.53 to a -22.59 
P54 Wheat acre 207.00 -32.73 to a -22.45 
P55 Wheat acre 51. 75 -31.44 to a -22.31 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 - 4.65 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P44 Buy-Sell head 78.51 17.64 to 21.98 21.05 
P39 Spring calf head 30.0 72.81 to 84.63 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P76 Wheat bu. 8073.00 1.51 to 785.52 1.65 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 25,390.93 -.1535 to -.0542 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 18,940.26 -.1028 to o.o o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 8,552.78 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
aLimited by land restriction. 
·.TABLE/A\' 'VI?:t .\ 
OPTIMUM SHORT RUN FARM·~RGANIZATION, ALL ENTERPRISES IN PROGRAM 
EXCEPT COTTON, PEANUTS, AND WHEAT, .REPRESENTATIVE . 
PRAIRIE SOIL~ RESOURCE SITUATION 
92 
- Re.venue /unit ( +) 
.. ·Or .. ,,. .. 
ActivitI Unit Level Stabili tI Range -~!iUi:tbtn;Lt,., .(-li 
·(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P56 Soybeans acre 41.4 22.57 to a 24.86 
P57 Soybeans acre 155.25 15.14 to a 15.36 
P60 Oats acre 51. 75 -27.20 to -22.11 -22.33 
P61 Oats acre 51.75 -26.80 to a -22.19 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 - 4.74 to a - 3.91 
P65 Alfalfa acre 10.35 18.73 to 24.65 22.36 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 18.0 28.80 to 29.95 29 •. 32 
P39 Spring calf head 21.0 72.81 to 75.08 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P77 Oats bu. 4036. 5 .7086 to .8356 .8300 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 17,332.30 -.0732 to -.054 - Oo06 
Annual dol. 14,313.80 -.0268 to o.o o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 5,689.05 
Labor, Management 
and·Risk 
aLimited by land restriction. 
TABLE A, IX 
OPTIMUM SHORT RUN FARM ORGANIZATION, ALL ENTERPRISES IN PROGRAM EXCEPT 
COTTON, PEANUTS, .WHEAT AND SOYBEANS, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
.~·ir.;: . -}tt,·:-:or.h~.~ /·-~·-·.' ! ; 
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(+) 
Activit:I Unit Level Stabilit:I Range ~os::,tvnt t,,, ·,·£~ l~'"'.) 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P65 Alfalfa acre 51. 75 18.46 to a 22.36 
P60 Oats acre 207.00 -25.58 to a -22.33 
P61 Oats acre 51. 75 -26.17 to a -22.19 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 - 4.65 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
.P44 Buy-Se 11 head 33.0 19.44 to 21.98 21.05 
P39 Spring calf head 31.0 72.81 to 80.65 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P77 Oats bu. 10,246.50 • 75 to .92 .83 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 19,848.03 -.1720 to -.0542 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 15,687.08 -.1028 to o.o o.o 
Returns to Land, 5,528.83 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
aLimited by land restriction. 
TABLE A, X 
OPTIMUM SHORT RUN FARM ORGANIZATION, 'ALL ENTERPRISES 
EXCEPT COTTON, PEANUTS, WHEAT, SOYR$ANS AND OATS, 












P39 Spring calf 
Sell Activities: 































aLimited by land restrictions. 
Stability Range 
(dollars) 
16.83 to a 
-29.24 to a 
- 9.12 to -4.41 
- 5.01 to a 
- 4.74 to a 
27.63 to 29.47 
13.74 to 90.84 
1.439 to 1.693 
-.0777 to -.0587 
-.0205 to 0.0 














OPTIMUM SHORT RUN FARM ORGANIZATION, ~CLUDING ALL CASH CROPS 
ENTERPRISES EXCEPT·GRAIN SORGHUM, REPltESENTAT+VE 
PRAIRIE SOIL ·RESOURCE SITUATION ": . . ' 
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I'. 
Act'i:rity Unit Level. Stability Range 
Revenue/unit (4-). 
or 
Cost/unit · '{-) 
Crop: 
P3 Bermuda 
r62 Grain Sorghum 
Pll Bermuda 





:P39 Spring calf 
Sell Activittes: 



















10.~5 -9.12 to -2.11 
I 
41.40 -31.69 to a 
51.75 -9.12 to -4.41 
155.25 -29.24 to a 
51. 75 -5.01 to a 
34.50 -4.74 to a 
120.00 ·i 27.63 to 29.47 
14~00 I 73.74 to ~7.73 
/,. ;~. 













-.0771 tq -.0587 - 0.06 
-.0220 to 0.0 0.0 
4,650.59 
aLimited by land restriction. 
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TABLE A,. XII·· 
OPTIMUM. SHORT RUN FARM ORGANIZATION, EXCLUDING ALL CASH CROP 









· Capital· Requirements: 
Total 
Annual 

















-8.88 to a 
-9.07 to -8.88 
-7.57 tp a 
-5.50 to a 









53;,283.10. -.0634 to -.0025 - 0.06 
4j,441~46 -.0041 to 0.0 0.0 
3,653.49 
aLimited by land restriction. 
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TABLE A, XIII 
OPTIMUM SHORT RUN FARM ORGANIZATION, ALL ENTERPRISES IN 
.PROGRAM WITH COTTON, WHEAT.AND PEANUTS RESTRICTED BY 
ALLOTM~S, iEfRESENTATIVE PRAIRtE 
'sort RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit (+) 
or 
ActivitI Unit Level Stabili tI Range Costlunit ~-) 
· (dollars) (dollars) 
Crop: 
P65 Alfalfa acre 10.35 17.98 to 24.65 22.30 
P56 Soybeans acre 20.65 23.40 to 54.41 24.86 
P51 Peanuts acre 20.75 -73.40'to -70.01 -71.47 
P60 Oats acre 17.25 -26.30 to'-20.69 -22.33 
P50 Cotton(mech.) acre 58.88 ;-57.50 to -31.41 -55.57 
P52 Peanuts acre 82.75 -70. 93 to -67 .,55 -69.47 
P49 Cotton (hand) acre 13.63 ~33.59 to -26.60 -31.32 
P54 Wheat acre 34.50 -24.-09 to a -22.45 
P61 Oats acre 51. 75 -23 .. 83 to a -22.19 
P27 Bermuda acre 34.50 -4.60 to a - 3.91 
"\'.·, :!' 
Livestock: 
P39 Spring Calf head 31.0 71.96 to 82.10 74.04 
P44 Buy-Sell head 15.0 21.37 to 28.76 25.06 
P43 Buy-Sell head 12.0 19. 0;8 to 22.61 21.05 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 253.75 21.06 to 37.20 29.50 
P76 Wheat bu. 897.00 1.23·,to 4.13 1.65 
P77 Oats bu. 2,656.50 •.73,to .89 .83 
P79 Peanuts cwt. 1,211.00 8.·11 to 11.50 10.40 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 24 ,900.-90 -.1650 to -.0503 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 18,152.92 -.0939 to 0.0 o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 12,092.85 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
aLimited by land restriction. 
TABLE A, .XIV 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE 
MINUS 40 PERCENT AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE 




ActivitI Unit Level·.·. Sta.bilit:y: Range Costlunit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat · acre 10. 35- :...24. 86 to -7.40 -22.59 
P5 l Peanuts . acre 41.40 -78.00 to a -71.47 
P52 Peanuts acre 155.25 ".-75'·.27 to a -69.47 
P54 Wheat acre 51. 75 -24.77 to -11.00 -22.45 
P55 Wheat ,ere 17.25 ~24.62 to -22.28 -22.31 
P64 Grain Sorghum acre 34.50 -24~,40 to a -24.37 
P25 Bermuda a,cre 34.50 -4.65 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P43 Buy-Sell head 28.0 21.37 to 27.23 25.06 
P44 Buy-Sell head 31.0 -19·. 95 to 21.15 21.05 
P39 Spring .calf . head 30.0" 72"81 to 78.74 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P76 Wheat bushel 2,049.30 1.119 to 1. 201 1.200 
P78 Grain Sorghum cwt. 655.50 1. 838 to 2 .09 1.840 
P79 Peanuts · · cwt. 2,302.87 7.50 to 2,763.42 8.00 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 30,661.23 -.1097 to -.0590 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 21,196.28 -.0740 to 0.0 o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 7,3i7.73 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XV 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE 
MINUS 20 PERCENT AND COMPETING PRODUCJTS AT BASE 
PRICES, REPRESENrA..TIVE PRAIRIE.' SOIL 








P49 Cotton (hand) 
P54 Wheat 
PSS Wheat 




















































aLimited by land restriction. 
Stability Range 
(dollars) 
-24.77 to -7.35 
-74.36 to 1:1, 
-75.21 to -67.69 
-33.10 to -6.25 
-24.87 to -10.95 
-24.61 to-l2 ... 24 
-24.44 to a 
- 4.65 to a 
19.90 to 21.29 
21.37 to 27.31 
72.76 to.78.95 
16.51 to 23.43 
1.122 to 1. 202 
1. 836 to 2 .. 09 



















-.1064 to -.0575 - 0.06 
-.0698 to - 0.0 0.0 
TABLE A, XVI 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE 
AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
ActivitI Unit Level StabilitI Range Cost/unit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -24.41 to -7.17 -22.59 
P51 Peanuts acre 41.40 -73.38 to a -71.47 
P52 Peanuts acre 142.44 -74.45 to -67.69 -69.47 
P49 Cotton (hand) acre- 12.81 -33.10 to -21. 65 -31. 32 
P54 Wheat acre 51. 75 ~25.28 to -10.77 -22.46 
P55 Wheat acre 17.25 -24.54 to -22.09 -22.31 
P64 Grain Sorghum acre 34.50 -24.61 to a -24.37 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 -4.61 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P43 Buy-Sell head 28.Q 19. 71 to 21.87 21.05 
P44 Buy-Sell head 26.0 21.37 to 27.69 25.06 
P39 Spring calf head 30.0 72.14 to 79. 77 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 44.82 16.51 to 23.43 22.00 
P76 Wheat bu. 2,049.30 1.14 to 1.21 1.20 
P78 Grain Sorghum cwt. 655.50 1.83 to 2.09 1.84 
P79 Peanuts cwt. 2,155.61 7.57 to 9.67 8.00 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 29,94i.57 -.0989 to -.0517 - 0.06 
Annual dol 20,841.21 -.0584 to O 0.0 
Returns to Land, dol. 7,573.99 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 





TABLE A,, XVII 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE 
PLUS 20 PERCENT AND COMPETING PRODUCTS 
AT BASE,.·. REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE 
SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
"· ·:.~ :1 '! 
Revenue/unit (+) 
or 
ActivitI Unit Level Stabi 1i tI Range Costluriit {-) 
(dollars) (dollars) 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -24.69 to 2.24 -22.59 
P48 Cotton, (mach.) acre 41.40 -57.34 to a -56.85 
PSO Cotton, (mach.) acre 141.18 -60.29 to -55.09 -55.57 
P49 Cotton, (hand) acre 14.07 -31. 80 to -26.60 -31. 32 
P54 Wheat acre 51. 75 -26.53 to -20. 71 -22.45 
PSS Wheat acre 45.47 -22.47 to -22.01 -22.31 
P64 Grain Sorghum acre 6.29 -24.67 to -24.21 -24.37 
Pl6,25 Bermuda acre 34.50 -4. 70 to 1. 9 8 - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P39 Spring calf head 31.0 73.30 to 83.17 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 698.63 24.04 to 9104.09 26.40 
P76 Wheat bu. 2,726.29 1.19 to 1.21 1.20 
P78 Grain Sorghum cwt. 119.55 1. 824 to 1. 848 1.840 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 20,962.45 -.0813 to -.0513 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 16,250.91 -.0203 to .0827 o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 9,649.20 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
aLimited by land restriction. 
TABLE A, XVIII . 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGAN;tZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE 
PLUS 40 PERCENT AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE, 




Activit:2: Unit Level Stabili ti Range Costlunit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
PS3 Wheat: acre 10.35 -24.69 to 18.74 -22.59 
P48. Cotton, (mach.) acre 41.40 -57.34 to a -56.83 
PSO Cotton, (mach.) acre 141.18 -60.29 to -55.09 -55.57 
P49 Cotton, (hand) acre 14.07 -31.80 to -26.60 -31.32 
PS4 Wheat acre 51.75 -26.53 to -20. 71 -22.45 · 
PSS Wheat acre 45.46 -22.47 to -22.01 -22.31 
P64 Grain Sorghum acre 6.29 -24.68 to -24.21 -24.37 
Pl6,25 Bermuda acre 34.50 -4.70 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P39 Spring calf head 31.0 73.30 to 83.17 74.04 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt 698.63 24.04 to 9104.09 30.80 
P76 Wheat bu. 2, 726. 29 1.19 to 1.21 1.20 
P78 Grain Sorghum cwt. 119.55 1.82 to 1.85 1.84 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 20,962.45 - 0 0813 to -.0513 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 16,250.91 -.0203 to .0827 o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 12,723.14 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XIX 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICE OF BASE MINUS 
40 PERCENT AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE 
MINUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIV.E 
PRA!RIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
ActivitI Unit Level Stabilit:y: Range Cost/unit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -25.67.; to -17.42;' -22.59 
PS4 Wheat acre 51. 75 -23.99 \ to -19.68> -22.45 
PSS Wheat acre 18.57 -22.M to 20. 77 -22.31 
PS6 Soybeans acre 41.40 9.11. to a 10.31 
P57 Grain Sorghum acre 141. 79 -27. 39 to -23.66 ~24.77 
P49 Cotton, (hand) acre 13.46 -32.42 to -22.09 r -31.32 
Pl7 Bermuda acre 33.18 -4.191 to -3.11 : - 3.81 
Livestock: 
P39 Spring calf head 33.0 44.60 to 56.25 45.95 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 47 .115 11.09 to 15.83 13.2 
P76 Wheat bu. 2,080.94 .8238 to .964 .84 
P78 Grain Sorghum cwt. 3,332.028 1.178 to 1. 337 1.29 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 16,950.03 -.0636 to -.0368 -,0.06 
Annual dol. 14,529.41 -.0039 to O 0.0 
Returns to Land, dol 1,732.54 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XX 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATON WITH·COTTON PRICE OF BASE MINUS 
20 PERCENT AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE 
MINUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
Activit:y: Unit Level Stability Range Cost/unit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -25.41 to -16.97 -22.59 
P54 Wheat acre 51. 75 -23.73 to -19.44 -22.45 
P56 Soybeans acre 41.40 8.89 to a 10.31 
P63 Grain Sorghum acre 141.01 -26.18 to -23.47 -24. 77 
P49 Cotton, (hand) acre 14.24 -32.62 to -25.25 -31.32 
P17 Bermuda acre 14.26 -4.44 to -3.56 - 3.81 
Livestock: 
P39 Spring calf head 28.0 41.52 to 46.85 45.95 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 49.85 15.84 to 18.00 17.60 
P76 Wheat bu. 1,635.29 • 79 to • 85 0 84 
P78 Grain Sorghum cwt. 3,313.66 1.23 to 1.345 1.29 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. -.0719 to -.0576 - 0.06 
Annual dol. -.0129 to 0 o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 1,944.67 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XXI 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICE AT BASE 
AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE MINUS 30 
PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE 
SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
Activity Unit Level Stabi 1i ty Range Cost/unit 
Crops: 
P.53 Wheat acre 10. 3.5 -25.67 to -3.176 -22.59 
P.54 Wheat acre 51. 75 -23.99 to -5.736 -22.45 
PSS Wheat acre 21.12 -22.49 to 21.99 -22.31 
P48 Cotton, (mach.) acre 41.40 -57.34 to a -56.83 
P50 Cotton, (mech.) acre 140.01 -60.29 to -55.09 -55.57 
P49 Cotton, (hand) acre 15.24 -33.80 to -26.60 -31. 32 
Livestock: 
P39 Spring calf head 24.0 45.34 to 47.06 45.95 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 698.63 18.25 to 9,106.74 22.00 
P76 Wheat bu. 2,142.15 .8327 to .8533 .84 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 17,880.69 -.0645 to -.0570 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 13,452.51 -.0055 to O o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 4, 711.60 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, __ ;,_gc_~!. 
- OPTIMUM .FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICE AT BASE PLUS 
. 20 PERCENT AND COMPETING PRODT;Jcts AT BASE ' 
. MINUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit(+) 
or 
Activity , - Unit Level · Stability Range Cost/unit (-), 





P48 Cotton, (niech.) 
P50 Cotton, (mech.) 
P49 Cotton,_ (hand) 
Livestock: 



















dol. 17, 880. 70 
dol. 13,452.51 
4ol. 7, 785.55 
aLimited by land r~striction • 
. ~ •,••, ···.', ;f' ·: ·~·· ... 
... ~25.67 to 13.32 
-23.99 to 9.66 
-22.48 to -21.99 
~57.34 to a 
-60.29 to .-55.09 
-31.80 to 26.60 
45.34 to 47.06 
18.25 to ~,106. 
.833 to .853 
-.0645 to -.057 













TABLE A, XXIII 
OP~IMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE PLUS 
40 PERCENT AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE 
MINUS ~O PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
Activity Unit Level Stability Range Cost/unit 
Crops: 
P53 'Wheat acre 10.35 -25.67 to 29.82 -22.59 
P.5.,4 Wh,eat acre Sl. 75 -23.99 to 25.06 -22.45 
PSS Wheat acre 21.12 -22.48 to -25.99 -22.31 
P48 Cotton, (mech.) acre 41.40 -57.34 to a -56.83 
P50 Cotton, (mech.) acre 140.01 -60.29 to -55.09 -55.57 
P49 Cotton, (hand) acre 15.24 -31. 79 to -26.60 -31. 32 
Livestock: 
P39 Spring calf head 24.0 45.34 to 47.07 45.95 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 698.62 18.252 to 9106. 30.80 
P76 Wheat bu •. 2,142.15 .8327 to .8533 .84 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 17,880.70 -.0645 to -.0570 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 13,452.51 -.0055,to O o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 10,859.49 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XXIV 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE MINUS 40 PERCENT 
AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE PLUS 30 PERCENT 
REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit (+) 
or 
Activit;x: Unit . Level Stabilit;x: Range Costlunit t-2 
(dollars) ·(dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -23.06 to 12.33 -22.59 
PSS Wheat acre 51. 75 -23.44 to a -22.31 . 
PSl Peanuts acre 41.40 -96.32 to a -71.47 
P52 Peanuts acre 155.75 -92.73 to a -69.47 
P16 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -13.36 to 15.52 -13.01 
P27 Bermuda I acre 26.56 - 9.28 to - 8.16 - 9.04 
P32 Bermuda acre 7.94 -14.12 to -13.00 -13.24 
~Lites tock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 116.0 45.69 to 47.38 46. 71 
P43 Buy-Sell head 89.0 38.88 to 42.65 40.11 
Sell Activities: 
P76 Wheat bu. 1,531. 80 1.54 to 1.60 1.56 
P79 Peanuts cwt. 2,302.87 8.41 to 2762. 10.40 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 50,964.95 -.0675 to -.0571 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 37,719.99 -.0082 to O o.o 
Returns to Lanc;l, dol. 16.128.30 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
aLimited.by land restriction. 
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TABLE A, XXV 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICE iAT- BASE MINUS· 20 PERCENT 
AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE PLUS 30 PERCENT, 
REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit (+) 
or 
ActivitI Unit Level Stabili tI ~nge Costlunit (-l 
' (dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -23.06 to 12.33 -22.59 
PSS Wheat acre 51.75 -23.44 to a -22.31 
P51 Peanuts acre 41.40 -96.32 to a -71.47 
P52 Peanuts acre 155.25 -92.73 to a -69.47 
Pl6 Bermud~ - acre 51. 75 -13.36 to 15.52 -13.01 
P27 Bennuda acre 26.56 - 9.28 to - 8.16 - 9.04 
P37 Bermuda acre 7.94 -14.12 to -13.00 -13.24 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head ll6.0 45.69 to 47.38 46. 71 
P43 Buy-Sell head 89. 0 38 .• 88 to 42.65 40.11 
Sell Activities: 
P76 Wheat bu. 1,531.80 1.54 to 1.60 1.56 
P79 Peanuts cwt. 2,302.87 8.41 to 2762. 10.40 
, 1h:"'··; 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 50,964.9!' .- -.067 to -.057 - ·0.06 
Annual dol. 37,719.99 -.008 to O o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 16,128.30 
Labor; Management, 
and Risk 
aLimited by land restriction. 
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TABLE A, XXVI 
OPTIMUM FARMORGAN.IZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE AND 
COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE PLUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
Acti~ity Unit Level Stabili t? Range Cost[unit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -23.06 to 12.33 -22.59 
P51 Peanuts acre 41.40 -86.54 to a -71.47 
P52 Peanuts acre 155.25 -81.61 to a -69.47 
Pl.6 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -13.36 to 15.52 -13.01 
PSS Wheat acre 51. 75 -23.44 to a -22.31 
P27 Bermuda acre 26.56 -9.27 to -8.16 - 9.04 
P32 Bermuda acre 34-·50 -14.12 to -13.00 -13.24 
Livestock: 
P43 Buy-Sell head 89.21 38.88 to 42.65 40.11 
P46 Buy-Sell head 116.o 45.69 to 47.38 46. 71 
Sell Activities: 
P76 Wheat bu. 1,531. 8 1.543 to 1.597 1.56 
P79 Peanuts cwt. 2,302.87 9.34 to 2762 10.40 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 50,964.92 -.0675 to -.0571 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 37,719.99 -.0082 to O o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 16,128.30 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XXVII 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE PLUS 20 PERCENT 
AND COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE PLUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit (+) 
or 
Activity Unit Level Stability Range Cost/unit (-) 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P53 Wheat acre 10.35 -22.97 to 12.39 -22.59 
PSS Wheat acre 51. 75 -23.37 to a -22.31 
P49 Cotton (hand) acre 8.84 -33.25 to -22.86 -31.32 
P52 Peanuts acre 146.41 - 77. 9 3 to -6 7. 54 -69.47 
P16 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -13.55 to 15.52 -13.24 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 116.0 45.62 to 47. 72 46. 71 
P43 Buy-Sell head 86.0 39.25 to 42.78 40.11 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 30.95 25.47 to 28.82 26.40 
P76 Wheat bu. 1,531.80 1.55 to 1.60 1.56 
P79 'Peanuts cwt. 2,291.18 9.66 to 10.68 10.40 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 50,359.91 -.065 to -.0557 - 0.06 
'Annua.1 doL 37,328.20 -.0058 to O o.o 
~ 
Returns to Land, dol. 16,157.15 
Labor,, Management, 
and Risk 
aLimited by' land restrictions. 
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TABLE ,A, XX.VIII . 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATION WITH COTTON PRICES AT BASE PLUS 40 PERCENT AND 
COMPETING·PRODUCTS AT BASE PLUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit (+) 
or 
Acdvitx Unit Level Stabilit:t Range Cost/unit ~-l 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P65 Alfalfa acre 10.35 29.28 to 29.64 ·29.56 
P51 Peanuts acre 41.40 -73.54 to a , -71.47 
P52 Peanuts acre 146.00 -71.91 to -67.53 ...:69.47 
P49 Cotton, (hand) acre 9.25 -.33.26 to -28.87 -31. 32 
P16 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -13.33 to 16.42 -13.01 
. ·P27 Bermuda acre 35.50 -9.55 to a - 9.04 
PSS Wheat acre 51. 75 -23.28 to -4.40 -22.31 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 116.0 46.37 to 47 .92 46. 71 
P43 Buy-Sell head 82.0 39~82 to 40.82 40.11 
Sell Activities: 
P75 Cotton cwt. 32.38 28.82 to 35.50 30.80 
P76 Wheat bu. 1,244.76 1.556 to 1.57 L56 
P79 Peanuts cwt 2,196.45 10.19 to 11.00 10.40 
Capital Requirements: 
. '· 
Total doL 49,688.90 -.0609 to -.0558 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 36, 724. 70 -.0011 to O o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 16,296.18 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 
aLimited by land restriction. 
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TABLE A, XXIX 
OPTIMUM LIVESTOCK FAllM ORGANIZATION, LIVESTOCK PRICES 
AT BASE MINUS 30 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
. PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
· Revenue/unit (+) 
Activity . Unit Level • · Stability Range· 
Livestock: 








head 18.0 30.03 to 36.22 
dol. 4,517.37 -.1468 to -.0599 
dol. 4,407.27 -.0889 to O 
dol. 392.15 
aLimited by land restriction. 
or 






TABLE A, XXX 
OPTIMUM LIVESTOCK FARM.ORGANIZATION, LIVESTOCK, PRICES 
AT BA.SE MINUS 20 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit· 
I. or 
ActivitI Unit Level Stability Range Costlunit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
Pl Bermuda acre 51. 75 -4.12 to a - 3. 81 · 
P9 Bermuda acre 207.00 -4.12 to a - 3.81 
P17 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -4.12 to a - 3.81 
Livesto~k: 
P37 Spring -..calf head 73.0 42.09 to 45.96 45.57 
P46 Buy-Sell head 33.0 17.62 to 18.80 17. 77 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 26 ,611. 20 -.0630 to -.0477 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 25,221.66 -.0040 to.O o.o 
Returns to Land, doL 1,153.00 
. Labor, Management 
and Risk 
·:-·!:!!·;· ;,, 




TABLE A, XXXI 
OPTIMUM LIVESTOCK FARM ORGANIZATION, LIVESTOCK PRICES 
AT BASE MINUS 10 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
ActivitI . Unit Level Stability Range CostLunit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
Pl· Bermuda acre 51. 75 -4.21 to a - 3.81 
P9 Bermud.a acre 207.00 -41.21 to a - 3.81 
1;>17 Bermuda acre 51.75 -7~17 to a .- 3.81 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 -5.45 to a ~ J.91 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 239.0 23.33 to 24.84 23.54 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 36,624.95 -.0656 to -.0517 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 31,183.51 -.0014 to 0.0 o.o 
Re turns to Land,. dol. 2 ,117. 56 · 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XXXII 
OPTIMUM LIVESTOCK FARM ORGANIZATION, LIVESTOCK 
PRICES AT BASE, REPRESENTATIVE PRAIRIE 
SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
Activit,X Unit Level Stabilit;y Range Costlunit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P3 Bermuda acre 51.75 -8.88 to a - 8.88 
Pll Bermuda acre 207.00 -9.07 to -8.88 - 8.88 
Pl7 Bermuda acre 51.75 -7 .57 to a - 3.81 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 -5.50 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 324.0 28. 79 to 39.93 29. 32 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 53,283.10 -.0634 to -.0025 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 43,441.46 -.0041 to 0 o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 3,653.49 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XXXIII 
OPTIMUM LIVESTOCK FARM ORGANIZATION LIVESTOCK PRICES AT 
BASE PLUS 10 PERCENT, REPRESENTATIVE 
PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
Activity ·unit Level Stability Range Cost/unit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P3 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -8.88 to a .., 8.88 
Pll Bermuda acre 207.00 -9.87 to -8.88 - 8.88 
Pl7 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -7.48 to a - 3.81 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 -4. 79 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 324.00 30.29 to 40.57 35.10 
Capital Requirements: 
Total doL 56,965.40 -.0917 to -.0320 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 47,660.66 -.0391 to O o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 5,321.80 
Labor, Management. 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XXXIV 
OPTIMUM LIVESTOCK FARM ORGANIZATION, LIVESTOCK PRICES AT BASE 




Activity Unit Level Stability Range Cost/unit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P3 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -8.88 to a - 8.88 
Pll Bermuda acre 207.00 -9.19 to 8.87 - 8.88 
P17 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -7.28 to a - 3.81 
P25 Bermuda acre 34.50 -3.97 to a - 3.91 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 324.00 34. 52 to 41. 20 40.88 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 60,107.71 -.1160 to -.0858 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 50,502.64 -.0583 to 0 o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 6,990.10 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XXXV 
OPTIMUM LIVESTOCK FARM ORGANIZATION, LIVESTOCK PRICES AT BASE 




· Activity Unit Level Stability R,!nge Cost/unit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
C!.Ops: 
P6 Bemuda acre 51. 75 -24.36 to a -24.36 
P14 Bemuda acre 207.00 -24.78 to -2,.35 -24.36 
Pl7 Bemuda 
'!j 
acre 51. 75 -6.93 to a - 3.81 
P27 Bermuda acre 34.50 -9.34 to a - 9.04 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 478.0 45.98 to 53.71 46. 71 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol 97,478.32 -.0633 to -.0304 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 80, 771.16 -.0041 to O o.o 
Returns to Land, dol 9,056.79 
Labor; Management 
and Risk 




TABLE A, XXXVI 
OPTIMUM L·IVESTOCK FARM ORGANIZATION, LIVESTOCK PRICES AT 
BASE PLUS 40 PERCENT', REPRE!>ENTAT-!VE PRAIRIE 
SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Revenue/unit 
or 
· · Activt;q, Unit Level Sd.bility Range Cost£unit 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Crops: 
P6 Bermuda acre 51. 75 -24.36 to a -24.36 
I 
Pl4 Bermuda acre 207.00 -27.45 to -24.36 -24.36 
Pl 7 Bermuda acre 51.75 -6.32 to a - 3.81 
P27 Bermuda acre 34.50 -9.67 to a - 9.04 
Livestock: 
P46 Buy-Sell head 478.0 46.11, to ~4~ 34 52.54 · 
Capital Requirements: 
Total dol. 102,530.37 -.0855 to -.0527 - 0.06 
Annual dol. 84,981.20 -.0316 to O o.o 
Returns to Land, dol. 11,542.82 
Labor, Management 
and Risk 





APPENDIX CHAPTER B 
PROFITABLE SMALL FARM ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE INTERMEDIATE RUN 
In Chapter Iq, intermediate-run optimum farm organizations determined 
by the variable price approach were compared fbr two representative 
farm sizes. The analysis showed general organization to be quite similar, 
althougn in most cases·· the hand harvest cotton activity occupied a 
greater pro~ortiofi of ~ropland on the small farm than on the large. 
In all cases·,· the 0per acre operator labor required was·,much greater· 
f9r the small· farm. Per ficre capital requirements were greater for the ... 
SJnall farms, but t.o a much smalhr degree than labor. In most· cases 
,I, I I 
the ~light increase in capital required resulted from greater per acre 
machinery costs associated with the two-.row machinery used on the small 
farm. 
Competing Products at Base Prices, Cotton ·Prices Varied 
' 
Thl'ee different farm plans {Appendix, Tabl~ BI) are derived as 
cotton is varied between 13.2 and 30.8 cents. Peanuts, wheat, bE!rmuda, 
beef stocker steers and beef cows are the included enterprises.when 
· cotton price·~ is at 13.2 cents. Total capital requirement for thE! 13 •. 2 
cent cotton plan is the highest pf the five plans developed for this 
price level of competing products. Labor and net income are the lowest 
of the five plans. 
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TABLE B, I 
OPTIMUM ORGANIZATION, COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE PRICES AND COTTON PRICES VARIED, 
REPRESENTATIVE SMALL FARM PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
Cotton Prices (cents :eer :equnci} 
Ente!J?rise Unit 13.2 17.6 22.0 · 26.4 3018 
Cotton acre 16.25 16~25 7!L8 79.8 
Peanuts acre 79.80 --.. -=~ -::::....~63. 55--- ·. -63.55 
Wheat acre 46.20 46~20 46.20 46.2 46.2 
Soybeans acre 
Grain Sorghum acre 
Oats acre·· 
Alfalfa -ac,Fe · 
Bermuda acre 14.0 · 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 
Beef Cows hei:id 12.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 lr3{0 
Beef Stockers head 28.0 22.0 22.0 
Operator Labor hours 847.66 1370.54 1'370.54 1426.17 1426.15 
Xotal Capital · . .doL. 13519.85 126_Q_L_31 12601. 31, 92Q().59 9200.59 
Annual Capital dol. 9396.50 8963.11 8963.11 7237 .57 7237 .57 







At 17.6 and 22.0 cent cotton prices, 16.24 acres of cotton enters 
the optimum plan (Appendix Table BI). The addition of cotton reduces 
included acres of peanuts and buy-sell stocker steer numbers. .Labor 
required is 500 hours greater than th~ previous plan. Operating capital 
requirements are reduced slightly and net income is $60 greater than th~ 
previous plan. Net incomes for the 17.6 and 22.0 cent cotton plans are 
$2,871.75 arid $3,122.11, respectively. 
All cropland suitable for cotton production is most profitably 
planted to cotton· as cotton prices inc,rease to 26.4 and 30.8 cents. 
Respective net incomes are $4.,012.25 and $5,259.65. Wheat, berniuda, 
and beef cows are other major enterprises (Appendix Table BI). Peanuts 
and beef stockers are eliminated by cotton. The change slightly increases 
labor requirements and .appreciably decreases operating capita'! require-
ments. 
Competing Products at Base Minus 30 ·.Percent, Cotton Prices Varied 
With a cotton price of 13.2 cents, cotton, wheat, grain sorghum, 
bermuda and beef cows are the most profitable e~terprises (Appendix 
Table BI!). Ten perc~nt qf the cropland is left idle with this optimum 
organization. Net income is $660.01. 
An increase in cotton price to 17.6 cents slighly.increases cotton 
acreage, decreases wheat and bermuda acreage, slightly reduces capital 
and labor requirements and increase idle land to almost 20 percent. 
· Net income increases to $910.41. 
Identical. organizations are optimum at the three cotton prices of 
· ·22.0, 26.4 and 30.8 cents (Appendix Table BI!). Cotton is the major 
enterprise and uses all cropland suitable for its production. Wheat and 
TABLE B, II 
OPTIMUM ORGANIZATION, COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE PRICES MINUS 30 PERCENT AND COTTON PRICES VARIED, 
REP~ESENTATIVE SMALL FARM PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION 
. _____________ Cotton Prices (cents per pound) 
Enterprise-_ Unit 13.2 17.6'~~- 22.0 26.4 30.8 
C'OK~ acre 14.92 15.18 79.80 79.80 79.80 
Peanuts acre 
Wheat acre ~1.81 25.20 25.20 25.20 25.20 
Soybeans acre 
Grain Sorghum acre 64.88 64.&2 
Oats acre 
Alfalfa aere 
Idle Land - act'e - 14. O ,i7.35 35.00 35.00 35.00 
Bermuda acre 14.39 '.7.65 
Beef Cows head 14.00 --·-12.00 9.0 9.0 9.0 
Bee.£ Stockers head 
Operator Labor hours 1208.41 1167.95 
Total Capi t;al _dol.- 7459.59 fi737. 71 
1322.50 1322.50 1322.50 
7508.17 7508.17 75d8. 17 
Annual Capital dol. 6389.59 5730.11 5771.24 5771.24 5771.24 







beef cows are the other major enterprises. Capital and labor require-
ments increase slightly over the previous organization and 20 percent 
of cropland is unused for·any crop production. Net incomes are 
$2,015.82, $3,263.23, and $4,510.63 for the respective cotton price 
levels 22.0, 26.4, and 30.8 cents. 
Competing Products at Base Prices Plus 30 Percent, Cotton Price Varied 
At cotton prices of 13.2, 17.6, and 22.0 cents, cotton cannot 
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compe.te with other enterprises for available resources. Peanuts, wheat, 
bermuda, and beef stockers are the major enterprises (Appendix Table BIII). 
· Labor requirements are appreciably lower than the requirements of plans 
·derived when competing products are at base prices or base prices minus 
30 percent. Capital requirements are much higher due to the large number 
of beef stockers included. Net income remains constant at $6,392.44 
for the three cotton prices as no cotton is in the plan. 
At the 26.4 and 30.8 cent cotton price, cotton replaces peanuts 
on· approximately 10 percent of available cropland (Appendix Table BIII). 
With the inclusion of some cotton steer numbers and capital requirements 
drop slightlyo Labor requirements jump for 889.15 hours in the previous 
plan to 1,364.86 hours in the present plan. Net income increases by 
little more than $40. 
TABLE B, III 
OPTIMUMfJRGANIZATION, COMPETING PRODUCTS AT BASE PRICES PLUS 30 PERCENT AND COTTON PRICES VARIED, 
REPRESENTATIVE SMALL FARM PRAIRIE SOIL RESOURCE SITUATION. 
Cotton Prices tcents :eer :eound} 
Enterprise _ ·· .. _ _ _ _ _ Unit 13.2 17.6 22.0· 26.4 30.8 
Cotton acre 14.87 · 15.04 
Peanuts acre 79.8 79.8 79.8 64.93 64.76 
Wheat acre 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.20 22.50 
Soybeans acre 
Grain Sorghum acre 
Oats acre 
Alfalfa ·· aare - -:i;f.:, 
Bermuda acre 35.0 . 35.0 35.0 35.0 33.50 
-
Beef Cows head ·~~~·?i=;: :· 
Beef Stockers head 83.0 83.0 83.0 78.0 76.0 
Operator Labor .. hours 889.15 889.15 889.15 1364.86 1365.80 
Total Capital· .. - .. dol .. __ 21322.21 i,1_32_z. 21 21322.21 2036Q.50 19890.27 
Annual Capital dol. 16100.71 16100. 71 161()(). 71 15502.09 15091.71 
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